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After moving onto new premises,
Mystim GmbH have settled in
are now focussing on the
development of new products.
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We-Vibe launches new exclusive, limitededition Sensations in Sync gi collection

letter
from the editor
Dear readers

We -Vi be S y n c & Ta ngo by We-Vibe

Currently, there is a lot of talk
about our industry in the media,
and that has only partly to do
with the second Fifty Shades
movie. There is also a discussion
revolving around the future of
sex, triggered by the recent
advent of sex tech. Obviously, a
lot of these concepts are still in
their early stages, but it cannot
be disputed that sex tech stimulates people’s imagination – and
that it sparks discussion. What
other explanation is there for a
philosophical discourse about
whether people could or should
have sex with a robot (the focus
being on the 'should' part, I
guess, because there is little
doubt about the 'could' nowadays)? Opinions vary drastically,
and sometimes the discussion
takes on a bizarrely comedic
quality, for instance when people
bring up the existential question
of what makes a human being
human and what sets us apart
from a robot. But while some
people are blowing things out of
proportion, the public discussion
indicates that this development
with all its potential and pitfalls is
really on people’s minds. And as
a side product of this discussion,
we see how much innovative
power is being attributed to the
adult market. And rightly so. This
industry has a history of embracing new technologies early on,
contributing greatly to their
success. The adult industry as
an afterburner for modern
technologies! Sounds great, and
it sheds a positive light on our
market. So now that the ball is in
our court, let’s make the most of
this momentum!

Ottawa, Canada – We-Vibe announces the introduction of the Sensations in Sync Collection
by We-Vibe. The limited-edition gift set includes the best-selling and most advanced
couples vibrator, We-Vibe Sync in a new pink color, and the petite and powerful Tango
by We-Vibe in pearl.

S

ensations in Sync has a
stimulation, and together both
retail value of 268 € and
partners share the vibe. Sync is
a MSRP of 199 €. Order now
customizable to fit your unique
from your We-Vibe authorized
shape. Adjust the clitoral or
distributor. “We-Vibe collectiG-spot stimulator to target your
ons have proven to be among
pleasure. With the free
the brand’s hottest selling
We-Connect app conproducts,” says We-Vibe
nect and play with
marketing manager,
your partner from
Stephanie Keating. “With
anywhere in the
Sensations in Sync, we have
world. Enjoy Sync’s
Sensations in Sync makes a perfect
created our most premium cou- gift for anniversaries, weddings,
exclusive modes – Beat mode
bridal showers or birthdays
ples gift set to date and offer
that lets you vibe to the rhythm
consumers a compelling value proposition –
of your favorite song and Touch mode which
a Tango for only 10 €.” The best-selling
give you real-time touchscreen control. Tango
couples vibrator together with the most powerby We-Vibe is the most powerful mini-vibe.
ful mini-vibe, create the ultimate couples’
Tango's tapered tip delivers deep rumbly vibrapassion kit. Sensations in Sync makes a
tions with pinpoint focus, while the flat edge is
perfect gift for anniversaries, weddings, bridal
perfect for all-over massage. The rechargeable
showers or birthdays. We-Vibe Sync is
Tango charges in 90-minutes for up to 2 hours
designed to be enjoyed with a partner during
of play. The low-power alert indicator lets you
sex. She gets powerful clitoral and G-spot
know when Tango needs to be recharged.

ST RUBBER presents the latest trends online
Wadgassen, Germany - The ST RUBBER
online shop strubbi.com now shows the latest
trends and specials in a new section (login
required). Via the navigation point “Trends” the
visitor finds different topics at a glance. At the
start, the brands Malesation, Steamy Shades,
Joyride and Beauments have their own “Trend”
area. Others will follow shortly.

That's it for this month!
Matthias Poehl
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Kama Sutra presents CHARI
RHYTH M c ol l e c t ion
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Kama Sutra’s new pleasure instrument CHARI is compact in size but “definitely not in luxury” as
the manufacturer said. Chari’s twin motors, one in each adjustable “ear”, provide a unique experience every time.

I

ts size makes it easy to transport anywhere and
the bendable ears are adjustable.“The Kama
Sutra Company is renowned for quality, elegantly
packaged body products that have helped millions
of lovers achieve more passion, intimacy and fun in
their relationships. Applying experiences and
dedication to excellence, Kama Sutra has
developed a new generation of exquisitely
designed and packaged pleasure instruments,”
the company stated and added: “RHYTHM is

New Sweet Smile stars
in the sky of pleasure
Flensburg, Germany - “Sweet Smile” is one of
ORION Wholesale’s best-selling labels. This is
because the sex toys are full of life: their design
is as beautiful as love and the sophisticated
range covers everything from playful romance
right up to crazy fun. The highlight: these highquality silicone toys have silky soft-touch
surfaces that provide intense feelings and
open the door to thrilling new experiences of
The “Warming
Masturbator” featu- pleasure. Once again, the line has been
res an additional
extended and now has even more pleasurewarming function
giving toys that are a treat for the senses.
The “Rechargeable Touch Vibrator Shaking Tongue” is a
rechargeable lay-on vibrator in a cheeky tongue design.
It can stimulate all her pleasure spots thoroughly, thanks
to its ‘shaking’ movements and 8 different modes.
The “Warming Masturbator” is a rechargeable
masturbator that doesn´t just have intense vibrations,
but also an additional warming function as well.
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Chari has two motors –
one in each adjustable 'ear'

designed to meet the high standards of Kama
Sutra and its clients. All pleasure instruments are
made from ultra-soft premium silicone, is equipped
with the most powerful, deep rhythmic rumble
motors while still being whisper quiet, has elegantly
designed forms that lie comfortably in the hand
and gently adjusts to the body, and has mood
enchanting LED lights, connected to different
pleasure rhythms, which creates a romantic
ambiance.”

N E W S

Annika Scherer joins

Diamond Products in Europe
E u r o p e a n B ra nd Amba ssa do r
Chatsworth, USA – The Diamond Products team continues to grow as they welcome
Annika Scherer as European Brand Ambassador. In her new role, Scherer will help to build
and support the presence of all Diamond Products brands in the European region.

T

his will include B2B and B2C strategy
development and implementation for
Pipedream Products, Jimmyjane, and Sir
Richard’s, as well as retailer visits, events,
and tradeshows. Scherer brings over 10
years of adult brand experience, having
previously worked at Fun Factory in
Germany. She is a strategic thinker and
dedicated team member with a
comprehensive understanding of various
strategic and managerial roles that streamline
business. Her knowledge of international
markets, as well as her education in International Studies of Global Management, will be
key to her new role. “I am so happy to be

Annika Scherer – the new
Brand Ambassador for
Diamond Products in Europe

adding Annika to our European team,” stated
Raymond Houtenbos, Head of European
Sales. “She has a strong network of
international markets and the ability to recognize opportunities for growth. She is going to
be a great addition to our European team
and will continue to provide the best service
and support for our customers.” “Pipedream
Products is a world leader with a full range to
meet the retailer’s needs. From bread and
butter products to premium lines with
Jimmyjane and Sir Richard’s, I believe that
Diamond Products has something for every
retailer, which is just what drew me to work
with them,” said Scherer on her new role.

Boosting sales with the
LADOU by TOYJOY POS Display
Almere, The Netherlands - Retailers can
boost their sales of the elegant LADOU by
TOYJOY collection with the matching POS
Display. The unique mix and match options
allows them to change the presentation
according to their needs, making it both
versatile and eye-catching.
The very chic LADOU by TOYJOY POS
Display is the perfect way to showcase the
beautiful LADOU by TOYJOY pleasure
providers. The mix and match option allows
to create own in-store presentation, perfect
for boosting sales and drawing attention to
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this elegant, non-intimidating collection of
premium vibes. The LADOU by TOYJOY
collection offers 6 sensational designs, each
with its own unique skills and thrills. Scala
Playhouse currently has a special offer on the
LADOU by TOYJOY POS Display, allowing
customers to receive it without charge with
certain conditions.
Take advantage of this great deal and
contact your Scala Playhouse sales representative today for more details on the LADOU by TOYOY POS options and learn how
to receive this luxurious display for free.
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New fantasy inspired sex toys from CalExotics
Che ap T hr i l l s
Ontario, USA - CalExotics releases its new Cheap Thrills collection and new products in their Stud collection.
The Cheap Thrills collection features three different items at a low price point, called Showgirl, Farm Girl and Harlot.

A

ll Cheap Thrills are made of PureSkin material,
plus, the chambers are soft, stretchy and
anatomically correct for authenticity. “Fantasy play is a
growing market, with consumers eager to find the next
best thing. With Cheap Thrills, users can have an
incredible experience at an extremely affordable price,”
says Susan Colvin, Founder, and CEO of Calexotics.
The Stud collection is one of Calexotics’ all-time,
best-selling collections. The new additions provide a
The Cheap Thrills collection
realistic experience from a silicone body with
features three different items at
different functions.
a low price point

The new products are the Stiffy (with a slight curve for
g-spot pleasure), the Chubby G (with a pinpoint tip)
and the Woody. All three silicone Studs offer seven
functions of vibration. The motors are located in the tip
for exact stimulation. They are powered by two AA
batteries and are waterproof. Jackie White, Executive
Vice President of Calexotics, says, “These two collections are classics, offering a pleasure experience consumers have come to love and trust. Be sure to pick up
both collections to ensure you have everyone covered.” Both collections are in-stock and ready to ship.
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Diamond Products hires Tracy Tinsley
R e gi o n a l S ales & Ma rketing Rep resenta tive
Chatsworth, USA – Diamond Products is pleased to announce that Tracy Tinsley has joined
their team as a Regional Sales & Marketing Representative for the US market. Tinsley brings
over 6 years of experience in the adult industry and over 15 years experience in
prospecting, sales and marketing to this new role.

F

rom her past industry experience, where
she worked at Nalpac and System Jo,
Tinsley has garnered a strong understanding
of the adult retail and product landscape.
She has a proven track record of profiling
retailers, developing relationships and
learning their unique needs. Through these
one-on-one visits she has learned to work
closely with clients to make tailored
recommendations for new products that
ensure growth. “We are so happy to have
Tracy join the Dream Team,” stated Nick
Orlandino, CEO and Chairman of Diamond
Products. “She has a lot of enthusiasm for
her role and the retailers she works with.
She is going to add a new level of support

Tinsley will
represent all three
Diamond Products
brands, including
Pipedream Products,
Sir Richard’s and
Jimmyjane

and customer satisfaction to our business
and we are excited to have her on board.”
In her new position, Tinsley will represent all
three Diamond Products brands, including
Pipedream Products, Sir Richard’s and
Jimmyjane. Her core responsibilities will
include visiting clients, trainings, new product
introductions, retail representation and
product assortment analysis. “I am super
excited to be joining this wonderful company
and team of people," said Tinsley on her new
role. "For me, Diamond Products is a
one-stop-shop that represents every different
category. I love helping customers, and this
type of product assortment offers many
solutions for every visit.”

Siren is the new all natural
sexual support formula for women
Malaga, Spain - Siren was created to
proactively affect those target areas that reduce female sexual activity: low mood,
irritability, tiredness, pains and aches, vaginal
dryness and low libido. “We know that women
are living longer, enjoying greater mobility and
flexibility just like men,” says spokesperson
Lesley Kavanagh, “and yet they’re ignored.
We’ve created a formula just for women that
we know helps to support the body’s
metabolism, folate status, nervous system,
and hormonal activity, also contributing to a

Siren is a new sexual
support supplement
from Global Wholesale
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normal fertility and reproduction.” The supplements will be featured at the upcoming trade
show Natural & Organic Products Europe,
located in London Excel this April. The company believes that healthy bodies engage in
healthy activities, therefore it is not enough to
focus on libido alone. By increasing energy
and focus, along with hormones it provides for
a much more positive sexual attitude.
“Sexuality is part of our existence as humans,”
says Lesley. “When we can enhance that
activity then we are changing lives.”
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Fleshlight Distribution extends Fleshlight Girls Signature Collection
Lisa Ann, Te ag an P re sle y & Ch r i s ty M a c k
Seville, Spain - Fleshlight continues the transition of the entire traditional Fleshlight Girls product line to the Fleshlight Girls
Signature Collection.

T

he new Girls that have joined the already
existing masturbators. are the Lisa Ann,
Teagan Presley & Christy Mack, with their
unique textures Barracuda, Primal and Attack
respectively. They have been released on
March 1st. The company said it is following an
aggressive release schedule which will continue
until the Lotus sleeves of the top selling
Fleshlight Girls are replaced with each girl’s customized
texture. Lisa Ann Barracuda – The Barracuda texture is

Teagan Presley Primal,
Christy Mack Attack and
Lisa Ann Barracuda are
available now

a “gripping battery of pleasure”. As you enter
the sleeve, you will start with a subtle
resistance of front facing bristles. A thick
passage way then follows into a massaging
grip-like feel. Teagan Presley Primal – The
Primal texture is lined with fingertips and
the sleeve is filled out by a series of smaller,
suppler nubs. Christy Mack Attack – Features dots and bumps. Next girls to be released will be
Nikki Benz, Asa Akira and the brand new Dillion Harper.

N E W S

Cobeco Pharma’s drugstore essentials
S c a l a P l a y ho use
Almere, The Netherlands - Cobeco Pharma has all the essentials for hygienic, safe and
comfortable session of intimate play - from quality toy cleaners to slippery lubes, all available at Scala Playhouse.

C

obeco Pharma is a brand that truly has
something for everyone and every preference: from arousal and stamina boosting products, to sleek lubes and even perfumes. One
of the highlights from the collection is the new
Cobeco Toy cleaner Lemon Foam. The product
is specially designed for an extra hygienic
cleaning of erotic toys and has a pleasant and
fresh lemon scent. The cleaner contains thorough cleaning properties, but does not affect
the structure of the erotic toys. The surface will
feel soft and smooth after each cleaning,
thanks to the light and foam texture; ensuring

the best hygiene for the toy. Another favorite in
the Cobeco Pharma range is the recently rebranded Cobeco Body Lubes line.
This collection means that the brand’s 3
best-selling lubes: the Body Lube water-based,
Anal Lube water-based and Body Lube silicone-based are now available in 500ml and
1000ml bottles. These bottles are big, black
and simply beautiful. The sleek appearance
and large sizing will instantly draw the attention
of consumers, making it a great choice for eyecatching in-store presentation.

E-Stim Systems releases ElectoHelix power box
Watford, England - E-Stim Systems have
released their latest power box called ElectroHelix. It features a lot of modes known from the
original Series 1. So it still has a continuous
mode, (now called Flo), an improved Pulse
Mode along with a Manual or Fire mode as well
as two additional modes, Milk and Tease. All of
this packaged in a smaller sized unit which fit
into the palm of the hand. E-Stim Systems
have packed more power into the ElectroHelix
making it more powerful than the Series 1, but
by retaining the step-less controls there is still
plenty of adjustment for the user. All 5 modes
can be adjusted for ‘Feel’ so once again giving
the user the ability to vary that sensation from a
soft and sensual tingle to a harder more prickly
feel. Also a hidden ‘Sport’ mode has been

The product is packaged in
a hard, moulded carry case
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added which gives the ElectroHelix a more
taught and harder feel. “It was time for our
original unit to retired” said company MD and
designer Wayne Allen, “We have always been a
company that listens to its users and so we
took their feedback and we went back to the
beginning and took the very DNA of our first
ever unit and used it to develop our latest entry
level unit the ElectroHelix. We took all that was
good about the Series 1 and improved it.”
The product is packaged in a hard,
moulded carry case, and backed by E-Stim
Systems’ Lifetime Guarantee. Available in three
versions the ElectroHelix, the Helix Blue and
Helix Red packs. Available now from stock and
with a starting retail price of £109.
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Fiy Shades Darker inspired
events in Norway recruits new customers
Kondom e r i e t
Oslo, Norway - Lovehoney, the award-winning sex toy manufacturer and distributor, harnessed the ‘Fifty Shades Effect’ to its
full potential over the Valentine’s period. The Trade Sales Team supported Kondomeriet on a fun series of events that
Kondomeriet says introduced new customers to the brand Fifty Shades of Grey - the Official Pleasure Products.

K

ondomeriet stores are located in positions in high
footfall areas such as shopping malls and the
main High Street in Oslo, and worked on several
streams of activity that reported massive amounts of
success. Activities included 17,000 Fifty Shades
Blindfolds being sent out to 50 cinemas across
Norway. Lovehoney’s in-house videography team
worked on a dark and atmospheric cinematic trailer,
featuring products from the Fifty Shades Darker
range which was shown in movie theaters all over
Norway. Lovehoney’s designers also worked on an
impactful range of POS, bespokely designed for Kondemeriet’s stores. Then the real party began. A
cinema was hired out for an exclusive screening on
the 11 February of the Darker film with 1,500 customers attending, and then revellers went back to the
store to purchase the product to the sounds of a private DJ. The staff wore Fifty Shades Darker Masquerade masks. The celebrations did not stop and on the
next night there was another, more exclusive party in
the Oslo store. Maria K.Ebbestad,Online Editor and
Press Spokesperson, Kondomeriet commented: “The
cinemas of Norway were jam-packed with people on

the premiere weekend of Fifty Shades Darker. There
were high expectations, an amazing atmosphere and
the movie did not disappoint. We had so many
people come to our event that had not shopped with
us before - by working on these kinds of events, we
are reaching out to many new customers as well. The
atmosphere at the events was great and we were
happy that Ilona and Neal from Lovehoney came all
the way out to party with us.” Ilona Laboviciute, Trade
Sales Executive, Lovehoney commented: “It’s inspiring to hear that Kondemeriet’s exciting events recruited a large number of new customers to experience
the new Fifty Shades Darker range. Norway is an
exciting market to work with and Norwegians are a
massive fan of the Fifty Shades Franchise.This is testament to the fact that this range has opened up
pleasure products to a whole new market. We loved
working with Kondemeriet and Norway is a fantastic
place to visit.” Lovehoney and Kondomeriet are in
talks to see what they can work together on for the
last movie of the franchise, Fifty Shades Freed.To discuss Lovehoney’s bespoke POS and event planning,
please contact ilona.labovicuite@lovehoney.co.uk

“Sexy Boobs Cream” for ﬁrm breasts
Flensburg, Germany - Firmer breasts and a soft,
smooth cleavage – isn’t that what every woman
wants? Women can get closer to achieving this goal
with the “Sexy Boobs Cream”.
The cream contains hyaluronic acid that reduces
the skin´s natural water loss, while the vitamin A in
the cream helps the skin regenerate. This means that
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the breasts and cleavage can
look firmer, smoother and
younger if the cream is used
regularly. The cream is
water-based and doesn’t
contain alcohol. It is available in
an 80 ml tube.

The “Sexy Boobs
Cream” contains
hyaluronic acid and
vitamin A
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Full Beppy collection included

in Scala Playhouse’s assortment

S tr i n g- l e s s ta mp o ns, lubes & co ndo ms
Almere, The Netherlands – Great news for fans of
Beppy: Scala Playhouse now stocks the full Beppy
assortment! This means the full Beppy collection is
available, including its innovative string-less tampons,
quality lubes and trustworthy condoms that offer
premium protection.

R

etailers might know Beppy as the brand that introduced us to
the best-selling Beppy Tampons: string-less tampons that are
perfect for women who want to manage their flow without the
hassles of having strings attached.
These tampons are ideal for any occasion that might otherwise
be ruined by the period such as going to the spa, a day at the beach
or intimate play with a partner. The ergonomically shaped tampons
come with an easy-retrieval loop and are available in a lubricated
and non-lubricated option. Retailers can now order the famous
Beppy string-less tampons (both the wet and dry varieties) in quantities of 2, 4, 8 or 30. But that is not all! The brand has more to offer.
The assortment also includes the Beppy Comfort Gel in 100ml and
250ml. This water-based lubricant mimics the natural lubrication,
adding a sensational glide to any intimate adventures. The parabenfree, body-safe formula is kind to the skin and can be used in
combination with any adult toys or condoms. Speaking of condoms,
Beppy also offer great quality condoms for trustworthy, comfortable
intimate protection. The condoms are individually wrapped, easy to
apply and come in a 72-piece packaging. And coming soon to Scala
Playhouse: the Beppy Red Strawberry Condoms, made of natural
rubber latex and with a delicious strawberry flavor!

Magic Silk returns Silk Charmeuse line
Hauppauge, USA - Magic Silk announced the return of the
Silk Charmeuse line of Boxer shorts,
lounge pants and kimonos. Silk is one
of the most sophisticated of fabrics,
and one of the most
unique. It is appropriate to wear year
round, keeping warm
in the winter and cool in the summer. Three color choices of the
100% silk garments are offered: basic black, red and cobalt blue.
The boxer short is available in plus sizes up to 3-4x. Silk Charmeuse is
an upscale product, and will be marketed accordingly. It is made to be
sold on hangers only (no box packaging), with a Magic Silk hang tag
attached to it.
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Sunny Rodgers Certiﬁed as
Clinical Sexologist
OR I O N W h o l e s a l e
Chatswirth, USA – Since 2000, Sunny Rodgers
has worked in the pleasure product industry,
where she has helped thousands of people
choose pleasure products and improve their
sexual relationships.

N

Sunny is now a Certified Clinical Sexologist & Professional
Sex Coach from SCU – Sex
Coach University

ow Rodgers has added another layer to
her expertise and made it
official, with a certification
as a Certified Clinical Sexologist & Professional Sex
Coach from SCU – Sex
Coach University. With her
new certification, Rodgers
will be the official on-staff
Sexual Health Expert for all
of the Diamond Products
family of brands- Pipedream Products, Jimmyjane, and Sir Richard’s.

FT London releases
Gpop Vibrator
London, England - FT London has released its first new
toy since their renaming last December. It's called Gpop
and will be ready for the first shipments very soon.
The vibrator is designed to stimulate the male P-spot as
well as the female G-spot, features six vibration modes
and is 100% waterproof. Here is a list of its features:
powerful yet quiet motor, six vibration modes with
changeable intensity – from light tremors to intense
vibration, intuitive controls, made of premiumclass
hypoallergenic silicone, silky and smooth, odourless,
100% waterproof, up to 4 hours operation on one
charge of battery, magnetic charger, size: diameter 2.8
cm, and 1Year Warranty.
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Jes Extenders at ABS
Pe n i s E n l a r gement
Wimbourne, England - The Jes Extender is an effective and non-surgical way to enhance
and enlarge the penis and it’s now available at ABS Holdings in a range of luxury varieties as
well as a lighter option for those that prefer to start the process of a little more slowly.

T

The Jes Extender is an effective
and non-surgical way to enhance
and enlarge the penis

he Jes Extender has the potential to grow the
size of a penis by up to 28% in a 6 month
period, and even more if the user goes longer.
Jes Extenders come in a range of luxury models
– from the light Jes Extender for those who prefer
a lighter entry model that’s effective but affordable, all the way through to the Jes Extender
Platinum and Titanium – the ultimate in luxurious
penis growth. The Jes Extender also features an
Original model as well as a 24-carat Gold version
and a silver version. Jes Extenders’ Klaus Pedersen says: “ABS have partnered with MaleEdge
for many years, and are excited that ABS now
has the opportunity to include the Jes Extender
range as well. ABS are now able to offer both
brands to the whole of the EU market, they’re
stocked up and ready to deliver!” The Jes Extender can also assists in cases of penile curvature,
helping to straighten the penis. The manufacturer
sais that the extender is designed for comfort and
delivers impressive results. It uses traction technology to put constant pressure on the penile
cells, which in turn multiply, resulting in permanent growth and more confidence. Jes Extenders
can be worn under baggy clothing and are made
from high quality materials. Each extender comes

in a stylish case and you’ll receive instructions as
well as spare parts to ensure that your kit is kept
in tip-top shape. ABS’ Pavel Zalevskiy says: “We
have worked with Danalife on their Male Edge
brand for a while and have managed to push our
sales of the brand globally last year, so it is only
natural that we want to give it a try with the Jes
Extender series. It’s a solid product that can really
guarantee the effect, which puts it on a very high
quality level. We are looking forward to successfully distributing the brands into our wide range of
accounts all across the UK and EU.” The Jes
Extender was the very first penis enlargement
device to use the proven non-surgical traction
method and fans of the device love that the results are permanent. The Jes Extender and Male
Edge ranges are the only penis growth products
to offer a Double Money Back Guarantee if users
do not see proven growth. Shop POS tester kits
are available for both Jes Extender and MaleEdge
brands. The kits contain 3 products at normal
price, and also come with a product-on-dildo
tester, an important hands-on way to show men
in shops how penile traction really works, and
hand-out brochures with important Q&A for shop
clients, as well as staff sales training material.

Dillio now available in color purple at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - The Dillio collection by
Pipedream has proven so popular in its original
pink version, that Pipedream has now introduced
the same designs in a purple hue. This purple
edition of the Dillio range is soon available at
Scala Playhouse. The Dillio range includes a
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selection of dildos, each with a suction cup base,
that are harness-compatible. The collection also
contains various strap-on harnesses and an
inflatable sex-ball. Crafted from American-made
rubber, each Dillio is 100% phthalate and latexfree and hypoallergenic
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 4 / 2 0 1 7

Who will ﬁnd the golden
EDC Easter Bunny?
The raffl e r uns from M a r c h 2 7 to A p r i l 1 6
Veendam, The Netherlands -The golden EDC
Easter Bunny will hide in one of the EDC
Wholesale orders. Whoever finds the easter
bunny wins.

T

o celebrate Easter, every customer that places an
order at EDC Wholesale between 27 March and
16 April has a chance in finding a golden Easter
Bunny. The person who receives the Easter Bunny and proofs it by sending a picture of the bunny to
EDC-, wins a fully catered city trip to an European
city, including pocket money. EDC Wholesale ships
30.000 packages world wide on a monthly base.
One of these orders will contain a special delivery,
randomly picked by the EDC Easter Bunny himself.
During March Madness customers can still benefit
from 10% extra discount on all EasyToys Collections
and throughout April from 10% extra discount on
Sway Vibes. Go to www.edcwholesale.com for
more information.

Novice Plug from b-Vibe
Flensburg, Germany - The Novice Plug completes
ORION Wholesale´s b-Vibe assortment for anal pleasure. The vibrating Novice Plug from b-Vibe has a diameter of 2 cm and therefore appeals, in particular, to
anal sex beginners. It has a smooth, soft-touch surface,
and its 15 different vibration modes and 6
speeds can be controlled with the remote
control or directly on the plug. The Novice
Plug is delivered in the typical b-Vibe packaging together with a storage box, a
“Guide to Anal Play” and a USB
cable to recharge the plug.
The Novice Plug from b-Vibe appeals,
in particular, to anal sex beginners
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Scala say ‘thank you’ to all visitors of
the ‘Big 3-Oooh!’ Scala Fair
1 2 th a n d 1 3th o f Ma rch
Almere, The Netherlands - “Thank you for visiting the ‘Big 3-Oooh!’ Scala Fair on the 12th
and 13th of March. We had an amazing fair and couldn’t have done it without the valued
support and trust from all our guests.

W

e hope you enjoyed all the extra festive
Scala Fair events as much as we did!”
Scala Playhouse announced in a press release.
“The ‘Big 3-Oooh’ Scala Fair on the 12th and
13th of March had so many highlights that it’s
difficult just to name a few in this quick review,
but we’ll try: the festive decorations, the Cash
& Carry, the various prize-competitions,
delicious hospitality, the presence of valued
brand representatives from nearly all our
suppliers, extra festive offers in our showroom,
a spectacular ‘Casino Night’, an amazing Scala
Party, raising the glass with valued friends and

a big Scala Fair Lottery; and those are just
some of the highlights of this truly amazing fair
where we celebrated the 30th anniversary of
the fair with our guests. We want to say a big
‘Thank you!’ to everyone who attended. We
couldn’t have made this fair such a success
without you, our valued customers. We are
grateful to count you as part of our Scala
Playhouse family and hope to continue our
trusted working relationships for many years to
come. We hope you enjoyed the ‘Big 3-Oooh!’
Scala Fair as much as we did and we can’t
wait to welcome you back soon! Thank you!”

Screaming O #5 best-seller now available as
rumbling rechargeable ‘Charged OWow’

Charged OWow can comfortably
stretch to fit most sizes
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Los Angeles, USA – Screaming O has upgraded
its #5 best-seller into the Charged OWow, a 10function vibrating cock ring powered by rechargeable rumbling Vooom technology. The OWow
soft and stretchy ring has remained a fast seller
for Screaming O customers around the world
and now the trusted couples’ toy is available
with low-pitch vibration and rechargeable convenience as part of the affordable Charged line.
Charged OWow features Screaming O’s signature Vooom motor, which rumbles for a distinctly
different sensation that both partners can enjoy
together. This 100% waterproof vibrating cock
ring boasts 10 vibration and pulsation functions
and is made of lab-tested SEBS, a soft and pliable body-safe material to ensure the Charged
OWow can comfortably stretch to fit most sizes.
“When we started designing the Charged line,

we knew that the OWow would be a shoo-in
because it has been a steady strong seller since
Day One,” Screaming O Account Executive
Conde Aumann said. “The OWow is a sex toy
staple for couples around the world and now the
Charged OWow incorporates a trusted shape
with reliable recharging and custom rumbling
Vooom vibration that can only be found from
Screaming O.” Charged OWow powers up fast
and hassle-free with a USB charge cable (included) for 60+ minutes of vibration time. And with
a 2-year warranty, users can enjoy Charged
OWow with confidence and get the most out of
their pleasure experience.
Charged OWow is made of stretchy SEBS
with a vibrating motor encased in ABS plastic,
two materials that have been lab tested for a
body-safe experience.
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Le Wand Collection now available
L u x u r i o u s r ech a rgea ble vibra ting ma ssa ger delivers intense p lea sure
New York, USA - Premium rechargeable massager Le Wand, which received rave reviews
when it debuted in January, is ready to make its way to distributors and retailers. Le Wand
has been praised for its modern take on the classic best selling wand massager that goes
far beyond the massager's high-quality features and offers unique versatility.

The Le Wand rechargeable
vibrating massager is 100%
body-safe with a sleek silicone
head and flexible neck

W

hile buyers love Le Wand's meticulous
product design and standout packaging,
the brand's message promotes sex positivity
and empowerment. "Le Wand encourages
consumers to embrace their sexuality with a
powerful, high-quality device, accessories that
intensify the experience and information to
ensure that they get the most bang for their
buck," Le Wand Managing Director Alicia
Sinclair said. Sinclair, a credentialed sex educator and XBIZ's 2017 Businesswoman of the
Year, aims to redefine the wand massager
category with the Le Wand brand by reinvigorating the category with a premium modern
reinvention that appeals to today's savvy
consumers. "From the moment you hold the
box in your hand, you know that you're in for a
special treat," Sinclair said. "We've carefully

designed Le Wand to be a decadent experience from the minute you set eyes on it on the
store shelf." The Le Wand Rechargeable Vibrating Massager is 100% body-safe with a sleek
silicone head and flexible neck. Powerful, penetrating pleasure is granted in the convenience and versatility of this rechargeable, cordless vibe. Le Wand arrives as a one-of-a-kind
complete set that includes the rechargeable vibrating massager along with one multiuse, disposable texture cover, a convenient travel case,
and luxurious giftable packaging. Each Le
Wand Rechargeable Vibrating Massager also
comes with a one-year warranty. Unlike any other wand massager on the market, Le Wand
also unveiled the Curve and Ripple weighted silicone attachments that are perfect for men,
women and all couples.

All natural intimacy with JO AGAPÉ
Almere, The Netherlands – Experience a feeling
of all natural intimacy with the luxurious AGAPÉ
lubricants by System JO. These drugstore essentials – now available at Scala Playhouse –
have a new and improved formula that will connect lovers in the most natural feeling, realistic
way possible. The JO AGAPÉ lubricant collection by System JO is designed to mimic a
woman’s natural lubrication for an all natural
feeling of intimacy. The range offers lovers a
choice between various types of lube, including
an original, warming and cooling version; all ai-
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med at bringing lovers together in a sensual,
body-safe and pleasurable experience both
can enjoy.
The JO AGAPÉ collection has recently had a
minor make-over, and now offers a new formula for extra sensual, natural pleasure. System JO: “This new and improved water-based
formula is free of glycerin, glycol and parabens;
ideal for individuals who are ingredient driven in
their purchases. Plus the incredibly light formula provides a delicate glide that feels as
smooth as silk.”
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pjur enjoys success in the Netherlands
EDC & Scala
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - Beginning of March the pjur group focused all its attention on
the Netherlands. On March 10th, Key Account Manager Stefan Daniel had the pleasure of
attending EDC's ten-year anniversary.

W

ith around 80 employees, the company
has grown substantially over recent years
and now stocks almost the entire range of pjur
products. "I was really interested to see EDC's
new premises and it was fantastic to then meet
the who's who of the industry at the party
afterwards", says Stefan Daniel. The EDC
showroom also now features a new pjur superhero display. On March 11th, Stefan Daniel
took a trip to Groningen. As well as visiting the
Delta Shop, he also paid a visit to the extremely
innovative Christine le Duc erotic shop. "The
sales assistant in the shop was very communicative and confirmed that our premium brand is
right out in front in terms of sales," said Stefan
Daniel after the visit. From March 12th to

pjur Key Account Manager
Stefan Daniel

March 13th, Stefan Daniel ran the pjur stand at
the Scala fair. The Dutch wholesaler was
celebrating an anniversary with its 30st
successful house fair. Goodie bags were given
out again this year, and they included a 10-ml
bottle of pjur ORIGINAL. Since the goodie bags
were all snatched up so quickly last year,
Scala doubled the number at this fair —
and they proved just as popular.
Stefan Daniel gave a positive review:
"Many retailers had no idea that they could also
get hold of the 10-ml bottles from us to sell at
the PoS, so the goodie bags were a great
opportunity to make customers aware of this."
Alongside pjur ORIGINAL, the focus at the fair
was once again on the new MAN products.

Bathmate drugstore available at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - The Bathmate assortment at Scala Playhouse doesn’t just include its amazing hydro pumps, but also includes various must-have drugstore essentials for
every Bathmate fan. Introducing the Bathmate
Clean spray and Bathmate Control gel: The
Bathmate Clean is an alcohol-free spray designed for use on all sex toys and is safe to use on
latex and silicone for a thorough hygienic clean.
The product is easy to use; simply spray the full
surface of the toy using the ergonomic pump.
Wipe with a clean cloth then rinse under running
water. Then either leave to air dry or wipe dry.
The spray has a mild lemon-scent, is free from
parabens and keeps toys safe and sparkly
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clean, allowing for durable, comfortable use.
The Bathmate Control is an amazing delay gel
containing Ginkgo biloba to improve blood circulation, Siberian ginseng which helps improve
athletic performance and Tribulus terrestris, an
ingredient that helps in the production of testosterone. The Bathmate Control cream has been
especially formulated to help delay orgasms,
which means sexual encounters will never leave
both partners disappointed. The product is free
of parabens, dermatologically tested and specifically designed for safe use on sensitive skin
and mucus membranes; allowing for a bodysafe, comfortable and pleasurable session of intimate play.
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ETO Show 2017 cancelled
D e c i s i o n a n nunced o n 21st o f Ma rch

Birmingham, England - The ETO Show in Birmingham, England,
has been an integral part of the European erotic industry since
2005. The organizers have opted for the fair not to be held this
year for various reasons.
The ETO Show in Birmingham,
England, has been an integral
part of the European erotic
industry since 2005

T

his decision was announced on 21 March in the online edition of
ETO Magazine. The reasons are the high cost for the exhibiting
companies as well as the economic uncertainties of Brexit.
The organizers said that also plans to start this year with a new
trade-show concept have been rejected. It remains to be seen how the
event will continue. “The EAN team regrets the decision to cancel the
traditional ETO show deeply, but we can fully understand the reasons,”
explains Randolph Heil, EAN editor. “We have been accompanying the
ETO Show as an exhibitor and media partner over the years and have
always had a very friendly and very professional relationship with
Jonny Kirk and his team. The ETO Show always gave us a perfect
platform to get in touch with the British erotic market. Let’s hope the
best for 2018!”

EDC celebrates 10 years
Veendam. The Netherlands EDC Wholesale celebrates its
10-year anniversary last month and
invited industry friends and family to
the Grand Opening of the new
warehouse and anniversary party on
Friday 10 March. Over 600 people enjoyed the typical Dutch dinner buffet,
great company and a night filled with entertainment. Guests were entertained by a DJ, fire dancers and live performances by the famous Dutch
singers Wolter Kroes and Jannes. The magician, Robin Matrix, showed the
audience tricks, a fortuneteller gave guests a look into their future and
many giggles came from the photo booth corner where guests could climb
into an old-school photo booth to take crazy pictures. Eric Idema (CEO
and founder of EDC) and his wife Henriette were overwhelmed by the
amazing turnout and the enormous love that was given by all the guests:
“We are blessed with an amazing team, caring vendors and loving friends
and family. A big thank you to everyone who attended the party and special
thanks to Ron Speksnijder of Premium Events for making it a perfect day.”
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Get Funky with TOYJOY at Scala Playhouse
Pe r f e c t f o r entry-level co nsumers
Almere, The Netherlands – The TOYJOY Funky collection offers a great choice in
affordable, colorful pleasure providers ranging from powerful vibrators to compact
bullet vibes and sexy love balls.

P

erfect for entry-level consumers, the
collection features non-intimidating
silhouettes in a variety of sizes, meaning there
is a great match for every preference. Funky
Bullet is a small and discreet design, perfect for
spicing up foreplay or intercourse. Simply slip
this little beauty towards the erogenous zones
and enjoy its pleasurable vibrations. The trendy
Funky Viberette features nubbed detailing at
the tip, proving pin-point stimulation. It offers

powerful vibration and is an ideal travel-friendly
size; for pleasure on the go! The Funky
Viberette G-Spot is another highlight from the
TOYJOY Funky collection.
The design features a sensational curved
tip, which will thrill the G-spot with mindblowing vibrations. The Funky Bullet, Funky
Viberette and Funky Viberette G-Spot are all
made of quality ABS and come packaged in a
trendy, non-intimidating box.

MALESATION – website now online
On www.malesation.com men can
find what men need: toys,
dildos, pumps, sleeves, masturbators,
chastity devices, penis rings,
lubes, condoms, toy cleaner etc.

Wadgassen, Germany - ST Rubber now
presents its male brand MALESATION at
www.malesation.com in a sexy, practical, playful
and succinct way for all toy lovers, toy boys und
all men who are in line with their bodies or who
are looking for a new well-being.
On www.malesation.com men can find what
men need: toys, dildos, pumps, sleeves,
masturbators, chastity devices, penis rings,

lubes, condoms, toy cleaner and sets for rookies
and professionals. Of course the website offers
more than just products. Also the philosophy behind the awarded brand is published. News, photos, info and the current catalogues of ST Rubber
can be found in the download section and retailers who are not selling MALESATION so far can
log-in the trade section of the website to catch up
on the benefits of ST Rubber’s male brand.

Fleshlight Girls Signature Collection new at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale
has expanded its assortment: the new
masturbators from the “Fleshlight Girls Signature
Collection” product line are now available from
the erotic specialist. The Fleshlight girls are
Lisa Ann, Teagan Presley, Christy Mack,
Alexis Texas, Riley Reid, Tori Black and
Jenna Haze. The other girls that will be joining
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them soon are Romi Rain, Angela White,
Riley Steele, Nikki Benz, Asa Akira, Eva Lovia,
Jesse Jane and Dillion Harper. The skin-coloured
masturbators are realistic replicas of the erotic
stars’ vaginas and the 25 cm deep pleasure
tunnels all have different textures and different
levels of tightness. The masturbators can be
removed from the white case for cleaning.
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b-Vibe Triplet Anal Beads now available
I n d u s tr y ’s f irst p remium, rech a rgea ble a na l bea ds
New York, USA - b-Vibe is now shipping the newest addition to its lineup of premium anal
pleasure products, the Triplet Anal Beads. b-Vibe Triplet Anal Beads feature three flexible
tapered size beads, an easy-grip handle and two powerful motors.

B
As with all other b-Vibe products,
the Triplet Anal Beads come with a
travel-friendly case, as well as the
b-Vibe Guide to Anal Play

oth new and experienced fans of anal play
can experiment with the pleasure of the Triplet’s 6 vibration levels and 15 vibration patterns. “b-Vibe strives to cater to the needs of
all users, regardless of gender or experience level,” b-Vibe Managing Director Alicia Sinclair
said. “While there is no competition or end goal
to anal, our lineup of small, medium and large
plugs allow customers to work toward a larger
product or play within their limits – and now
with the debut of the Triplet, customers can
transition through the graduated-sized beads
and/or explore new possibilities in the bedroom.” Among the various highlights of the
Triplet Anal Beads – which include a rechargeable battery, a remote control and sleek, bodysafe silicone – is their ability to satisfy the needs
of beginner and expert-level users. Triplet Anal
Beads allow beginners to start slow, with just
the smallest bead, and then gradually work to-

wards the medium and larger bead. More experienced users can enjoy the feeling of fullness from inserting all three beads. Additionally,
the vibration generated by two powerful rumbly
motors intensifies the experience. Triplet Anal
Beads are pleasurably stimulating as they are
inserted, as well as during their removal. As the
beads are removed, they arouse the sensitive
nerve endings of the double ringed sphincter
muscle. Triplet Anal Beads can also be worn
during sex for added stimulation to the G-Spot
and/or P-Spot. With remote control functionality, the Triplet Anal Beads provide hands-free,
effortless added stimulation. As with all other bVibe products, the Triplet Anal Beads come
with a travel-friendly case for easy and discreet
storage, as well as the b-Vibe Guide to Anal
Play, which is packed with expert information
to guide users and empower them to have a
truly pleasurable experience.

ABS is oﬀering We-Vibe's Sensations in Sync Kit
Wimbourne, England - The We-Vibe Sensations in Sync kit is now available at ABS. It’s a
kit for couples play and features two of the
brand’s vibes – the We-Vibe Sync and the
We-Vibe Tango. The Sync is designed for
partner play while the Tango delivers precise
pleasure. “The We-Vibe Sync is an adjustable
couples vibrator that flexes to fit your body
perfectly, whatever your shape. It delivers
vibrations to both partners, and stays in place
while you play. This toy comes with a remote
control that works up to three meters away.

The Sensations in Sync Kit
consists of two of We-Vibes
bestsellers
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It’s compatible with the We-Connect App and
is made from body safe silicone. It’s free from
phthalates and BPA and is latex free. Sync is
rechargeable and waterproof for shared bath
and shower fun. 10 Vibration modes give you
plenty of variety,” Glenn Wilde explains. The
Tango is a mini vibe. This vibe is for clitoral
stimulation and the tapered tip allows for
precision. The Tango is for foreplay and allows
to stimulate any erogenous zone. This toy has
eight vibration modes and the flat edge is
designed for stimulating massage.
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Get inspired by the Gyrating Wand
I n s p i r e by C a lE x o tics
Almere, The Netherlands - Now exclusively available at Scala Playhouse: the Gyrating Wand
from the Inspire collection by CalExotics. This sleek wand massage doesn’t just provide
intimate pleasure; it can also be used as a sexual aid to maximize your intimate potential.

T

he new Gyrating Wand from the Inspire
collection by CalExotics is a unique
gyrating wand massager that helps increase
blood circulation, relieves soreness and
provides pleasurable stimulation to the
intimate areas. This sleek wand massager
offers 10 sensational functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation; plus has a unique
gyrating motion that will thrill your intimate hot
spots. The massager is USB-rechargeable
(charging cord included) and made of premium silicone for a smooth, comfortable

touch. The Gyrating Wand is part of revolutionary Inspire collection which includes various
inspiring designs such as a vibrating remote
breast massager, kegel exercisers, dilators,
massage wands and intimate teasers. All the
Inspire powered items are also USB-rechargeable, offer multiple vibration functions and are
made of premium quality materials such as
smooth, premium silicone. Another amazing
aspect of the collection is that a portion of the
proceeds from the Inspire range will go to the
Living Beyond Breast Cancer charity.

Kheper Games, Inc.
launches 4 new sash and veil products

The new sashes and veils joins
Kheper’s extensive line of
party items for last night out
parties, birthday parties, and
other adult oriented events

Seattle, USA - Kheper Games, Inc. is excited
to announce the official launch of four new
items into their Ladies Night and Party lines to
include a Get Me Drunk Sash, a Bride-toBe…Wasted Sash, Bar Glass Veil, and Stylish
Veil. All four items work great for bride-to-be
parties but the Get Me Drunk Sash also works
for bachelors, birthdays, and any other type of
party where someone wants to drink and have
a good time. The Get Me Drunk Sash and
Bride-to-Be…Wasted Sash fit most people
and add cleverness to the traditional sash by
adding in drinking humor.
They are perfect for any time you have an
event where you have a guest of honor for
whom you want people to buy drinks.
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The Stylish Veil accompanies Kheper Games’
top-selling Naughty Veil. It is blue and has silver
diamond ring confetti sewn on it, whereas the
Naughty Veil is white with multi-colored penis
confetti on it. The Bar Glass Veil fits most
standard wine and cocktail glasses, and is a
very inexpensive novelty for a bride-to-be. You
can announce, “Here’s Comes the Drink” as you
slide her over her next beverage. “Bride-to-Be
and Party Novelties are making a comeback for
us,” explains CEO Brian Pellham. “People want
to have a good time, and it’s not just the women
now asking for more items for their last night out
parties. After visiting hundreds of stores last
year, the biggest requests were for more items
for men, and new items for women that they
haven’t seen at other bride parties.”
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Kinky adventures with X-Play
S c a l a P l a y ho use
Almere, The Netherlands – X-Play – a quality fetish brand at Scala Playhouse – has all the
BDSM essentials for a night of playful, adventurous exploration. The collection offers sleek,
sturdy designs at a very competitive price that is affordable to all.

T

he X-Play collection is a great choice for consumers who want to venture out into the
world of BDSM pleasure in a playful, affordable
and non-intimidating way. The range offers great
‘value for money’ designs, meaning there is a
perfect X-Play option for every preference and
every budget. The collection includes wrist cuffs,
ankle cuffs, body restraints, hog ties, collars,
whips, crops, masks, paddles and more. All the
designs are made of quality materials like sexy
PVC and soft Vinyl. There are various styles to

choose from. Go for one of the elegant quilted
products; featuring quilted stitching that gives the
items a trendy, modern twist. Maybe you’re looking for some color; so pick one of the red hot
designs, for example the Queen of Hearts Paddle
featuring sweet love hearts on its surface. One of
our favorites has to be the classic Wide Tip Crop.
This sexy riding crop features a classic silhouette
with an ergonomically shaped handle and a
handy wrist strap for maximum control and comfort during play.

FT London introduce new Geisha balls²
The Geisha balls² set
contains four balls

London, England - FT London presented a
new set of Kegel Balls called Geisha balls².
The set contains four balls, every ball having a
different weight. The manufacturer states, that
those include the lightest and the heaviest balls
on the market. The idea behind the set is to
start with the lightest balls and then gradually
increase the weight, just as you do it during a
workout. Geisha balls² allow for five stages of
training – from 50g to 100g. After this,

experienced users can train with the individual
balls without the strap. The advantage of the
set is that when the user feels they’ve trained
enough with one weight they don’t have to go
to a store and buy other, heavier balls, but will
just need to take out heavier balls from Geisha
balls² set. Geisha balls² are body safe, made of
abs plastic and the strap is made of 100% soft
medical silicone. FT London guarantees one
year warranty for the balls.

Tantus introduces the new Ball Stretcher Kits
The Ball Stretchers are
available in red and black
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Sparks, USA - Tantus introduces new Ball
Stretchers to the market. These Super Soft
silicone stretchers offer new sensations to
masturbation and sex. They are made for
comfort and fit snugly holding down the
testicles for longer, harder erections. This kit
contains two different length stretchers, and for
more extreme play the user can stack them
one above the other. The smaller Ball Stretcher
has a width of 0.73″ / 1.85 cm. The larger Ball

Stretcher has a width of 1.23″ / 3.12 cm.
Both have an inner diameter of 1.5″ / 3.8
cm. The Ball Stretchers are available in red and
black. “Ball Stretchers are an amazing addition
to any couples toybox.” said Metis Black,
President of Tantus. “Made of the same silicone
as our Super Soft C-Rings, these stretchers are
the next step for an adventurous toy player.
They are safe and easy to use and they
create a totally different sensation”
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XR Brands introduces luxe

self-warming massagers by ‘Heat’
N e w l uxur y l i n e f e a tu r e s 4 s i l i c o n e v i be s w i t h unique wa rming f ea ture
Huntington Beach, USA XR Brands is officially
shipping Heat, a new line of
luxury silicone massagers
equipped with a unique
self-warming function.
The four-piece collection
features must-have shapes –
rabbit, wand, G-spotter –
and powerful multifunction
technology and design that
matches comforting sensation
with stimulating vibration.

H

eat is comprised of Fever, a wand vibrator;
Flushed, a textured rabbit-style vibe; Spark,
a smooth rabbit-style vibrator; and Blaze, a
sleek vibe perfect for G-spot stimulation. Each
style is capable of heating up to a range of
temperatures and gives users a relaxing and
soothing experience with their new favorite
vibrators. The coolest model, Fever, heats to 95
degrees Fahrenheit (35 degrees Celsius), while
the warmest model, Flushed, warms to a balmy
107.6 degrees Fahrenheit (42 degrees Celsius).
With the press of a button, all designs reach
their max temperature in just 5 minutes. “There’s
nothing quite like sensation play and tempera-

ture is an essential feature that’s missing from
the luxury market, which is why we created
Heat,” XR Brands Director of Sales and
Marketing Rebecca Weinberg said. “Heat gives
consumers a little ‘extra’ with their high-end
purchase and it’s remarkable what a difference
adding some warmth to a sex toy can make.
Heat was designed for people who hate the
chilly ‘shock’ that can come from a cold sex toy
against bare skin, and every design reaches the
perfect temperature in mere minutes.” Heat
massagers are built with multiple speeds,
patterns and vibration features, from the 7function Fever wand to the 12-function Flushed.

New Sex Toys from REBEL
Flensburg, Germany - The new sex toys from
REBEL, which are specifically for men, are now
available from ORION Wholesale. The new
REBEL products are made out of smooth
silicone and have a distinct, manly design.
The “REBEL Vibrating Plug and Cock Ring” is
great because the cock ring provides a longerlasting erection, while the cone-shaped butt
plug and its removable vibro-bullet stimulate the

back passage. The “REBEL Plug with Perineum
Stimulator” is a sophisticated double dildo that
is easy to use. The flexible dildo is for prostate
stimulation and the other dildo is for perineum
stimulation. The “REBEL Silicone Cock Ring
Set” has four cock rings that can be worn all at
once or one at a time. They are made out of
flexible silicone and each ring has an integrated
pleasure bead as well.

Whizworx debuts new xHamster ﬁﬁ
Each xHamster fifi comes in a
collector’s box with gold foil accents
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Charlotte, USA - WhizWorx, maker of the fifi –
Sex Toy for Men, has announced a partnership
with xHamster.com and the release of the
xHamster fifi. This new edition was tested by the
most active xHamster users and is the first
co-branded product from Whizworx. CEO David
Abramo says, “We’re excited to be working with
xHamster. We’re combining our popular male
masturbator with their fun brand to create a
special edition we know fans will enjoy.”

The new edition of the fifi includes the xHamster
logo and a textured interior. Each xHamster fifi
comes in a collector’s box with gold foil accents
and five of fifi’s signature disposable sleeves.
The product will be sold exclusively at
getfifi.com for $29.95. fifi –Sex Toy for Men is a
discreet, no-mess cleanup masturbator for men.
Unlike other male sex toys on the market it uses
disposable, one-time use sleeves that you simply
throw away after use.
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Clandestine Devices introduces the MIMIC Personal Massager
C l it o r al m as s a ge r f o r w o m e n
Chatsworth, USA New luxury pleasure product
brand Clandestine Devices
announces the launch of its
first intimate novelty, the
MIMIC, a uniquely satisfying
clitoral massager for women.

T

he novelty biz is abuzz over the MIMIC'S versatile handheld ergonomic
design, which "took shape with the human form in mind," says
Clandestine Devices’ Director of Operations Kimberly Faubel, who
consulted with designers on the distinctive features of the waterproof toy
alongside adult industry icon Jules Jordan. The MIMIC'S introduction and
its sleek, stingray-shaped design "creates an extension of the hand," says
Faubel, adding that the product's "user-friendly interface, thoughtful colors
and glowing LED light affords ease of use in the dark and underwater."
The MIMIC has elevated its industry presence with recent profiles in
prestigious adult trade journals such as AVN, XBIZ, EAN and StorErotica,
touting the toy's distinctive features. The curved rechargeable toy comes in
three colors (black, lilac & seafoam green), is made of medical grade
silicone and offers six speeds/intensity levels, eight vibration patterns and 90 minutes of powerful
pulsations on a single charge. While women are enjoying the MIMIC'S stimulating sensations, the
novelty "is not necessarily limited by gender - only the imagination," says Faubel, "and we have the
utmost confidence that anyone using the MIMIC has quite the imagination."

Red Hot exclusives at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands – Exclusively available at Scala: the Red Hot collection by CalExotics. This collection comprises of the Spark, Ember and
Flare stimulators. Each design features the same silhouette, but differs in
tip. The Spark has a pleasure loop, the Ember a pinpointed shape and the
Flare offers two vibrating ends for double the impact. The stimulatorss are
made of premium silicone for maximum comfort. Each Red Hot design boasts a powerful motor with 10 l vibration settings; allowing versatile play.

Leg Avenue's 2017 lingerie collection
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Leg Avenue released its 2017 collection.
The brand’s adding an array of on-trend products to their current lingerie
collection, KINK collection, and hosiery collection. The new collection
ranges from body stockings, mini-dresses, bra-sets, harnesses, body’s,
and new very exciting roleplay styles. Leg Avenue added four new roleplay
lingerie styles to its collection. The company states: “The demand for
roleplay lingerie became bigger every day and we’ve listened. We’re
very excited about our new roleplay lingerie and expect these to sell
well”. The company adds: “The new roleplay lingerie styles offer
the complete package, it includes all accessories that are part of
the lingerie-costume, the recommended retail price for the
new roleplay lingerie is around €38, which means the
customers get a good value for their money.”
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EDC throws big party

to celebrate ten-year anniversary
H e n r i e tte a nd E ric Idema welco med mo re th a n 600 guests

exclusive

On March 10, the town of Veendam in the northwestern part of the Netherlands became a
focal point for the members of the international adult industry. Producers, distributors, and
trade members from various countries gathered to join Eric and Henriette Idema, their team,
friends, and families in the celebration of EDC’s big ten-year anniversary. For many guests,
the event began before noon when Henriette Idema spoke about the past, present, and future of the company, followed by a tour of the new company building, during which Henriette, Eric, and Andre Visser granted their guests interesting insights into the inner workings
of EDC. Ten years after its formation, the company is bigger and more successful than ever,
and it continues to grow at a swift pace. After this tour, the guests travelled to nearby Groningen to visit the Hooghoudt distillery. The long-standing family business has been producing Jenever since 1888, and the guests got an opportunity to taste the juniper-flavoured
liquor, which is actually older than gin. Soon after began the big party the EDC team had organised to celebrate the big anniversary. By that time, the number of guests was well above
600, and they were treated to food, drinks, an entertainment programme, and a good time
all around. Local heroes Wolter Kroes and Jannes – singers and entertainers who are very popular in the Netherlands – got everybody in the
party tent dancing, and magician Robin Matrix intrigued the guests with
uncanny tricks. In addition to that, a fortune teller offered to read people’s
future in her cards, and a photo box beckoned the guests to squeeze in and have
their pictures taken. In short, the party was a great success and capped off a worthy celebration of EDC’s ten-year anniversary.
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Photo box fun:
Björn Radcke (Orion),
Huda Lutz (EAN),
and Sven Jacobsen
(Orion)

Wolter Kroes in action (photo
courtesy of Paul Ridderhof)

The party tent

Henriette Idema and
singer Jannes
Perfect hosts:
Eric Idema and
Andre Visser
(photo courtesy
of Paul Ridderhof)
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Lots of international
industry members met at
the EDC anniversary party
– here: Manon Vallée
(Shunga) and Klaus
Pedersen (MaleEdge &
Jes-Extender)

E V E N T

Wolter Kroes is a very popular singer
and entertainer in the Netherlands
(photo courtesy of Paul Ridderhof)

Andre Visser (EDC), Eric Idema (EDC), Steve
Sav (Pipedream), and the two lovely ladies
of the Hooghoudt destillery

The guests had the opportunity to have
their future predicted by a fortune teller

The number of the day: '10'

The filling system of the Hooghoudt destillery

The visitors sampled various Jenever types

Magician
Robin Matrix
cast a spell on
the party
guests
(photo
courtesy of
Paul
Ridderhof)

The guests
were guided
through the
building in
small groups
(photo
courtesy of
Paul
Ridderhof)
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Scott Watkins
(Doc Johnson),
Lynda Mort
(XR Brands),
and Valentino
Tolman (XR
Brands)

Matthias Poehl (EAN), Sven Jacobsen (Orion),
and Björn Radcke (Orion)

Eric Idema explains the individual
steps of the EDC logistics system

Singer Wolter Kroes with Walter Kroes and Bert
Ruzette (photo courtesy of Paul Ridderhof)

The inner workings of EDC in display
form (photo courtesy of Paul Ridderhof)

Raymond
Houtenbos
(Pipedream)
and Huda
Lutz (EAN)

A tour of the offices in the
new building
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Big 3-Oooh!

The Scala Fair turns 30

S c a l a P l a y ho use celebra tes th e a nniversa ry with clients a nd sup p liers

exclusive

In-house trade fairs have been subject to lots of discussion in previous years. Not so long
ago, these events were a big part of the European adult market, but for some reason or
other, more and more wholesalers decided not to invest in such shows any more. However,
the concept of an in-house fair can still meet the demand of trade members, as was
demonstrated once again on March 12 and 13 when Scala Playhouse hosted their 30th
in-house show.

Scott Watkins and Kerin De Francis
presented the KINK by Doc Johnson line,
among other things

The big winner of the
Scala Casino Night:
Lovehoney’s Flavie
Polaine (right side),
with Serge van der
Hooft (Scala) and
Roxana Mendoza
(CalExotics, one of the
sponsors of the
Casino event)
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FT London’s Brand Ambassador
Marco Tortoni and the new
Geisha balls²

The guests thoroughly enjoyed
the Casino Night

Scala Fair also went to show that these events can still be a big success for all parties
involved – i.e. the organisers, the suppliers, and the trade members who visit these
shows. The big Scala anniversary show definitely lived up to expectations.
“The ‘Big 3-OOOh!’ Scala Fair has been a great success for Scala Playhouse!
We had an amazing fair and couldn’t have done it without the valued support and
trust from all our guests. We hope you enjoyed all the extra festive Scala Fair events as
much as we did!”, the organisers stated after the show. The Scala team always go out
of their way to make their in-house events special for the visitors, but they clearly
outdid themselves this time to celebrate the big anniversary. Festive decoration, Cash
& Carry, sweepstakes, representatives of Scala’s suppliers, hospitable hosts, special
offers, brand-new products in several categories, the Casino Night, the traditional
Scala Party, a great lottery ... the list goes on and on. Long story short:
the 30th Scala Fair was filled to the brim with highlights.

Gordon Bannister (BMS)
and Huda Lutz (EAN)
Stefan Daniel (pjur)
with one of the
company’s
top-selling
products,
pjur Original
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Raymond Houtenbos
presented numerous new
Pipedream products

E V E N T

Scala‘s sales team never ran out of advice
and suggestions

A Scala Fair regular: Walter Kroes (Leg Avenue Europe)

Roxana Mendoza (CalExotics)

Second place went to Mattias Söderström (Eprix)
– here, with Serge van der Hooft (Scala) and
Becky Anniuk (System JO, one of the sponsors
of the Casino event)

Shunga’s Manon Vallée, holding the
Geisha's Secrets Gift Set

Becky Anniuk, System JO European
Regional Manager

Scott Watkins (Doc Johnson),
Patricia Lopez (Fleshlight), and Stefan Daniel (pjur)

Robert Sons (fifi) and
Kim Faubel (Clandestine Devices)
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ThaiFest-2017: All-new concept
Po s i ti v e r e sp o nse to new lo ca tio n

exclusive

The fifth annual international
adult industry festival
ThaiFest-2017, which has
already become a landmark
for the Russian adult market,
took place on 29th January to
3rd February 2017. After
having three festivals in
Thailand, and the business
part of the fourth ThaiFest
taking place in China, the
organisers came to the
conclusion that ThaiFest had
already outgrown its name
and could be held in any part
of the world, therefore, the
fifth anniversary festival was
held in Russia.

P

ark hotel "Drakino", a wonderful oxygen
resort in the Moscow region, was chosen as
the location of the festival, as its convenient and
functional infrastructure is perfect if you want to
combine business events with active and useful
leisure time. And the frosty, sunny weather during
the festival proved once again that there are
charms in each season of the year, and it is not
necessary to go from the winter to the summer
to get a charge of positive energy or get in the
spirit for effective and productive work for the
following year. As usual, the main idea of the
festival was a unique cooperation of producers,
distributors, and with professional trade
members who represent the Russian retail
market - the owners and top-managers of bricks
& mortar and online shops. 17 companies from
12 countries took part at ThaiFest-2017.
NS Novelties and their representative Lavi Yedid
were the VIP-partner of the festival. The other
partners of ThaiFest included manufacturers
such as Pipedream Products Inc. and
Doc Johnson from the USA, distributors from
Europe like Orion and Concorde from France,

Lavi Yedid (NS Novelties)
in action at ThaiFest

The annual ThaiFest is a perfect
opportunity for the Russian adult
trade to meet producers and
distributors
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leading European brands like Bathmate, Lelo,
JOYDIVISION International AG, Mystim GmbH,
and Diogol, growing companies like Svakom
and C.N.E.X (Adrien Lastic), Kokos Co., a regular
participant from South Korea; manufacturers of
erotic cosmetics like Swiss Navy from the US,
Shunga from Canada, and Bior-opt (Laboratory
Bioritm) from Russia, and finally, the new Russian
start-up Fili-Medtechnica Company whose new
physiotherapeutic prostate massager Smartprost
is unlike any other prototype in the world as it
includes vibration, IR emission, and magnetic
stimulation. Three days of training sessions and
presentations showed once again how much
interest there is among the Russian retailers in
new and innovative products. The organisers
of ThaiFest-2017 thank all participants and hope
to see everyone at the Mini-ThaiFest event in
Moscow come May. Mini-ThaiFest is a part of big
ThaiFest which enables companies to train and
explain sales techniques and marketing tips to
the sales staff of Russian sex shops, i.e. the
people who directly offer the product to the
end user.
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Going in reverse
I s s e x u a l s elf -determina tio n f a lling by th e wa yside?

exclusive

yes

So far, nothing is set in stone, democracy is
not yet lost, sexual self-determination is not
buried, and all we say and write is pure
speculation. Not to forget that it is easier to
make big, outrageous statements than actually
realise them. But still … There are dark clouds
on the horizon. If you look at the political ideas
and programmes of these parties, it is often
easy to laugh at their argumentation. For
example, just take the German far-right
politician who publicly condemns sex toys
because a society without children cannot last.
But if you take a closer look, there are
indications that sexual self-determination and
all its facets – especially sexual orientation and
gender identity – are not very, well, popular
among populists of the right-wing variation.
Their general opinion seems to be that
Western society – which is way too focused
on consumption and hedonism, anyways – is
lacking in morals and decency. And part of the
citizenry seems to welcome this kind of
rhetoric, as can be seen from election results.
So, how – and how strongly - can this political
current impact our market? Well, first of all, it is
improbable that the adult market is going to be
targeted directly. It is much more about
changing the general sentiment among the
public. In the short run, such strategies will not
have a big effect. And of course, there is the

Matthias Poehl,
editor in chief

They are on the rise in
many European countries –
right-wing populist parties.
In some nations, they are
striving for political influence, in others, they are already part of parliaments
or even have government
power. And while these politicians, parties, and organisations tend to keep their
statements on sexuality
rather vague, their general
attitude doesn’t really bode
well for the future of sexual
self-determination. Could
the adult market become
the target of conservative
populism?
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question of how far moralists can reach into
people’s private lives, and how far people are
willing to let them reach. However, as we all
know, in the long run, little strokes can fell big
oaks. No matter how unreasonable that might
seem to us, there is a chance that the moral
perception within certain segments of society
might change. We all know that acceptance of
self-determined sexuality, sex toys, etc. didn’t
simply fall out of the sky over night. No, it has
grown slowly and over the course of several
years. Can this development be undone
again? That remains to be seen. What’s quite
obvious, however, is that these parties and
politicians have the power to influence people.
And like it or not, there is no indication that
these parties will disappear from the European
political landscape anytime soon. So the
seeds are sown. How small or big will the
harvest be? I guess that is up to us.
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no

I am not going to talk about the political
consequences that will be upon us if
right-wing populist parties gain power in
more European countries, because
that’s not the question here. The question is: Would
these parties, that are describing themselves as
conservative, set their sights on the adult market?
And: Could they have success with such policies?
There is no clear answer to the first question. So
far, few people have presented their stance on
this topic. As for the second question … I am
inclined to say that, no, they would not have
success. There has always been a conservative
section of society, people with traditional values
and restrictive, anti-liberal tendencies. But the size
and influence of this group has been on the
decline in our European society for quite some
time, and many people who hold on to these values
are on the older side now.
The current success of far-right populism cannot be
attributed to a changing view on sexuality. This
political movement is largely fuelled by other
topics. By no means do I want to play
advocate for populists, but I feel that
the prophesies of doom and gloom
emerging from the adult industry
are blown out of proportion.
These parties can’t turn
back the wheel of time
(as much as they’d
probably like to).
People have
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been trying to 'clean up' society long before
the rise of right-wing populists, and it has
been a long and hard road to achieve the
level of sexual self-determination that we
know today. Sure, there may be small setbacks, but on the whole I think it is
highly improbably that society
returns to the sexual morals
of the 1950s.
Obviously, this does
not mean that the social
climate cannot change.
Governments that are
opposed to the
individual’s personal freedom
might well be
opposed to
the individual’s
sexual freedom. Therefore, civil
society has to keep both eyes
open and fight such tendencies.
Basically, all I am saying is that it
might be a tad bit early spread
panic – at least as far as effects on
the adult industry are concerned.
Right now, we can still hope that the
situation will be defused. So, let’s do
that. Let’s hope people in European
countries with right-wing governments
vote those parties out of office. Let’s hope
that voters in other European countries
prevent populists from getting government
power in the first place. Let’s hope that these
worries about right-wing politics affecting the
adult market will end up being purely academic.

Randolph Heil,
editor

F E A T U R E

ETO Show 2017 will not take place
O r ga n i s e r s ca ncel tra de sh o w

exclusive

ETO Show is a trade event with
a long tradition, but its future
now seems uncertain – for the
time being, the b2b show is
taking a break. Starting in 2003,
ETO Show in Birmingham,
England, served as a great
platform not only for the adult
industry in Great Britain, but
also for the international
market. Now, several factors
have left the organisers with no
choice but to cancel this year’s
ETO Show.
ETO Show takes a time-out in 2017

I

n an official press release, the organisers
have named the reasons for this decision:
For one, the National Exhibition Centre
in Birmingham seems to be a very
expensive venue, resulting in high costs
for the exhibiting companies; also, the
economic climate has become uncertain in
the wake of last year’s Brexit vote, which has
led many exhibitors to hesitate. A trade show
such as ETO is not possible without the
support of the leading companies in the
British adult market, as the show’s
mastermind, Jonny Kirk, says in the
statement. Originally, the organisers had
planned to introduce a new concept this year
to address the developments in the market
as well as external factors such as the
aforementioned insecurity following the
Brexit vote. The plan was to have the show
limited to one day, in a new, probably more
affordable location, and boiling the event
down to the pure essence of a trade fair.
However, it seems as though there was not
enough support from potential exhibitors.
The press release states that the organisers
were faced with a decision: Does it make

ETO Show organiser
Jonny Kirk announced
that he has new plans
for a show in 2018
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sense to have s trade show without the big
players in the market or is it better to skip
a year? Ultimately, they decided that
cancelling this year’s show was better than
having an unconvincing event. It remains to
be seen if ETO Show will continue, and if so,
in which form. The organisers announced
that they definitely have plans for a new
show in 2018.
EAN had a great business relationship
with the ETO Show team, being an exhibitor
and media partner at the annual event in
Birmingham. The EAN editorial team was
saddened to learn that this year’s show was
cancelled. “The EAN team deeply regrets the
organisers’ decision to cancel the traditional
ETO show, but we can fully understand the
reasons,” explained Randolph Heil, EAN
editor. “We have been accompanying the
ETO Show as an exhibitor and media partner
over the years and have always had a very
friendly and very professional relationship
with Jonny Kirk and his team. The ETO Show
always gave us a perfect platform to get in
touch with the British erotic market.
Let’s hope the best for 2018!”
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Get toy know-how with

FUN FACTORY product training

J o i n i n g f o r ces f o r success

exclusive

Rebekka Schneider,
Sales Representative
at FUN FACTORY,
provides training
sessions for retailers

products through these conversations, which
is very helpful for them when talking to the
consumers later on. If you know the products
and their qualities, you can be a confident,
knowledgeable go-to guy for your
customers.
Together with the FUN FACTORY
graphics and sales departments, Rebekka
Schneider also helps with the product
presentation at the POS. Being in the stores,

Shopping in an adult store
can be a bit overwhelming,
especially for inexperienced
consumers. So many
products to choose from, so
many variants and versions
of certain concepts.
Therefore, it is important to
have savvy sales staff who
can provide professional
advice. For FUN FACTORY,
this type of expertise is key,
in their own shops as well
as in the stores of their
trade partners. Therefore,
the Bremen-based
company offers valuable
product training, sending
FUN FACTORY representatives to the stores to answer
questions and present the
toy range to the sales staff.

R

ebekka Schneider, Sales
Representative at FUN
FACTORY, explains that, in her
instruction courses, she likes
to explain the individual product
groups, including their features and
distinguishing characteristics, and then
discuss them with the sales staff. Of course,
they also talk about the FUN FACTORY
brand, creating more awareness for this
brand among the trade members. Many
retailers gain a better understanding of the
sex toy producer’s philosophy and their
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she can provide ideas and suggestions
regarding shop-in-shop concepts and the
visibility of products to create a more
exciting and positive shopping experience for
the consumers. FUN FACTORY’s goal is to
make sure their slogan “Feel the FUN”
becomes a reality wherever their products
are sold. The fun should always begin
with the shopping experience, because if
consumers enjoy the store atmosphere as
well as the products, they will be inclined to
come back to the same store and the same
brand for more fun.
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Sex expert Emily Morse is one of the
most renowned representatives of
her métier. In her column, she
writes about things that move the
consumers. This month, she
explains why foreplay is not only
an extremely important element
when people have
sex but also
when they go
shopping
for adult
products.
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Forgotten Foreplay
ex c l u s i v e

For e pl a y be gi n s i n th e s to r e

T

here is electricity the first time two
people hold hands. There is a
build-up of excitement as they look into
each other’s eyes, their feelings
compounding as they slowly lean in to
kiss. The power of anticipation and
shared desire is undeniable, and is what
forms the soul of foreplay. Foreplay is
the key to sexual arousal, and is,
unfortunately, one of the first things to
disappear from many relationships.
As host of the Sex with Emily
podcast, people constantly ask me how
they can bring excitement back to the
bedroom - and the answer is almost
always “more foreplay.” This is not just a
suggestion, it’s a REQUIREMENT. I’m on
a mission to make foreplay a priority for
everyone, and I’m hereby enlisting you
into my arousal army!

Emily Morse is a Doctor of Human
Sexuality, and founder and host of the
iTunes Top-Rated podcast Sex with
Emily. As an expert, author, and star of
television and radio programs, she has
inspired millions of listeners and
followers to make sex a priority,
enhance communication, and
strengthen their relationships. To learn
more or to subscribe to her podcast,
visit sexwithemily.com.

If you work in adult retail, it’s very
easy to slip into the same mindset as
people in stale relationships. The longer
you work in a store, the easier it is to
ignore some of the most arousing
products that surround you every day.
Customers walking into your shop are
looking for pleasure, and the natural
reaction is to jump right to products that
will deliver an amazing orgasm. And,
while there’s certainly no shortage of
great toys that will do that, I’m asking
you to help people stop and think about
things they can use BEFORE shooting
for the big “O.”
Before the First Touch
Nothing has the power to arouse us
more than our own imaginations.
Stimulating visual scenes or provocative
texts describing what one lover has in
store for the other can become the
foundation to an amazing intimate
experience. Start thinking about the
types of products that help to set the
mood before the first touch. Suggesting
lingerie, erotica, candles, games, or
costumes is a perfect way to get things
heated up. This foreplay can start right in
your store! Set up an area where
customers can take a selfie holding a
new toy or outfit to send to their
partner. Help them set the scene in
their head, then encourage them to
share with their lover.
The Big Tease
Congratulations - you’ve gotten your
customer and their lover all hot and
bothered, but let’s keep building that
anticipation. It’s time to introduce them
to all those fantastic tools for teasing.
Ticklers, crops, paddles, cuffs and
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blindfolds are amazing ways to explore a
variety of sensations. There is something
for everyone when it comes to teasing.
Suggest sensual massage, or light
bondage even. And, DO NOT forget
flavoured lube for oral play.
Bringing it Home
Once you begin to emphasise foreplay
as a mandatory part of your customers’
intimate journey, you’ll start to view these
products as more than just accessories.
Helping them consider the bigger picture
will not only improve their sex lives, it just
might improve your business.
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How supporting an event could be the
best investment you make this year

ex c l u s ive

Wh y tra de members a nd p ro ducers need sex blo ggers

The who is
who of the
adult blogosphere
met at Eroticon in
London, and
columnist
Andrew
Binstead
was there
to find out
why bloggers
are important for
the industry and
how such events can
be an opportunity for
companies to present
themselves to their
customers.

A

few weeks ago, there was
an event in London called
Eroticon. While it isn’t as
well-known as some events,
it’s target audience knows it
very well. That audience is sex
bloggers, reviewers and erotica
authors.
Run by @GirlOnTheNet, @MollysDailyKiss, and
@DomSigns (all prominent names in the sex
blogging community) this year's event moved to
its new home in London. People came from the
Netherlands, Germany, America, and as far away
as New Zealand to meet each other face to face,
attend talks, workshops, and to have fun.
Besides the fun, there is a serious purpose to the
event. To empower the community to do more
with the tools they have, to improve their skills
and to discuss issues around sex and sexuality.
These people are huge influences on your
business.
They talk directly to your customers. They are the
ones your customers turn to when they have
questions, and they are the ones who will call you
out on social media when you do something
wrong.
With talks like “Conflict Resolution in the "Call
Out" Era - War Stories from the Internet Trenches” by @RubyGoodnight they are not afraid to
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take on any company that puts
a foot wrong in the adult world.
They have large and growing
followings on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. Usually
much larger than the companies they are dealing with. They
wield real power to talk directly
to your customers and they do
so on a daily basis. Get it wrong and they will
make sure all your customers know.
But they are not your enemy, they are here to
help. If there is one thing that holds this community together it is the willingness to help one another. A little support from a company can go a
long way.
I asked the owners of Luke & Jack (a bricks and
mortar shop in Glasgow) why they support the
event?
“The interaction with writers, reviewers, and bloggers encourages us to play more, experiment
more with how we sell, how we talk to customers
about kink, how we describe kink and sex related
products… I think it changed and revolutionised
the way we even merchandised, grouped and
talked about some sex and play and how this
could be improved with certain pleasure toys,
especially in the situations where the kink is not
one we actually have, and we are now putting
ourselves in those people's shoes in order to ask
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Eroticon offered a varied range of lectures, such as the
presentation by Sarah Brynn Holliday
© Molly's Daily Kiss

Bloggers from all over the world met at Eroticon, here:
Ruby Goodnight from the United States
© Molly's Daily Kiss

the right questions and improve our service to
customers.“
- Luke & Jack

It is the same for Mark at Sheets of San
Francisco. This year they sponsored one the of
the ambassadors to the event, but going forward
he is looking to do more.

Supporting the event means a lot more to them
than just giving money and having their name on
a poster. It is a chance to meet face to face with
the people who are really pushing the sex positive
message.
I asked Ruby the owner of
KnickerRockerGlory.com (an online retailer with a
unique look) what she got from sponsoring
Emmeline Peaches at the event.
“In return for the cost of her ticket, she worked
with us on articles and reviews, plus fantastic
social media support. It is one thing to shout
about how great you are, but I think that it is
always far more powerful if someone else
recommends you instead. Therefore, I saw my
blogger sponsorship at Eroticon as an
opportunity to spread the Knicker Rocker Glory
word, whilst further establishing and developing
our network of professionals we work with.“
- Ruby (KnickerRockerGlory.com)
One thing that has struck me is how sponsoring
an event can be a lot more nuanced than simply
handing over your money. Of course, no event is
going to turn it down, it all helps. But as we all
know there is no such thing as “spare money”.
It really comes down to what are you going to get
for your investment?
For Will at Doxy (Who has sponsored the last
three Eroticons) there is a very clear return on
investment.
This article was written by Andrew B. He is
one of the founders of KinkCraft.co, a place
“where you can learn how to make our own
quality kinky toys and items”. Andrew deals
with the technical side of things, coming up
with crazy ideas all the time and seeing if he
can get any of them to fly. Follow him on
Twitter @KinkCraft.

“As a small brand with a very limited marketing
budget we have made use of bloggers and social
media to raise awareness of our existence and
the products we make. Eroticon has helped
introduce Doxy to bloggers, reviewers, journalists
and writers.“
- Will (Doxy)
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“I wanted to see the event, to see if we should be
more or less involved in the future. We will
certainly take a bigger role next year and I would
like to host some workshops there showcasing
our products and their use.“
- Mark (Sheets of San Francisco)
It is the same for us at Kink Craft, this has been
our third time at Eroticon and for the last three
years we have run workshops where the
attendees get to make some of our kits.
Every year we have had such a great reception.
This year even more so, with more people turning
up to our classes than we could serve.
Without Eroticon we wouldn’t of been able to
work with so many of the best bloggers and writers. All of which has helped raise awareness of
our business in a way we couldn’t do otherwise.
What are the events you should be looking at?
There are two top events you should consider:
Eroticon - March - London, UK
You have just missed your chance to support this
year’s event, but the next is going to be bigger
and better than ever. With attendees coming
from all over the world you will get the chance
to talk directly to the people who influence
your customers.
Woodhull Sexual Freedom Summit August - Virginia, USA
The Sexual Freedom Summit features human
rights activists, sexuality educators and
researchers, professionals from the legal and
medical fields, authors, sexual freedom
movement leaders and organisational partners all
working toward the time when sexual freedom is
fully recognised as a fundamental human right.
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I’ve always wanted

to have sex on an airplane
ex c l u s ive

René Po ur o n th e f uture o f a dult p ro ducts

'Do Androids Dream of
Electric Sheep?' is the name
of a dystopian novel by
American author Philip K.
Dick. Published in 1968,
the story focuses on the
blurring distinction between
humans and androids, asking
the question what makes a
man human. Of course, the
current discussion about new
technologies hasn’t reached
such levels yet, but with so
many new concepts that
change our intimate lives in
such profound ways –
from sex tech to dildonics,
from virtual reality to sex
robots, etc. – people are
talking a lot about ethics
and morals, also in the
mainstream media. It is no
coincidence that EAN invited
René Pour to discuss the
potential and risks of this new
generation of adult products;
René is the head of Reality
Lovers – a platform for
pornographic VR content.

Should the headline of this interview be
'future sex' or 'the future of sex'?
René Pour: I don’t think either of the two really
hit the nail on the head. How about 'the future
of porn' or 'the future of erotic products'?

„

Are we seeing a revolution right now that will
change the very nature of adult entertainment
as we’ve come to know it?
René Pour: Virtual reality is definitely a revolution within the realm of adult entertainment. It is
as if the user was right in the middle of the
action. Already now, this experience exceeds
anything traditional 2D video content has to
offer – and it is only going to get better and
more immersive in the future. I am not just
talking about the visual element, but also about
sensual stimulation and actively taking part in
the virtual world!
The porn industry has always been in the
vanguard when it comes to embracing new
entertainment technologies. Are sex tech,
teledildonics, and virtual reality the latest
example of this pioneering spirit?
René Pour: Yes, the porn industry is always quick to
embrace new developments, but
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virtual reality is first and foremost a product of
the gaming industry.
There is a discussion in the mainstream media
about how strongly technological progress
should affect human sexuality. It is a discussion
about sex with robots, about virtual sex with
your next-door neighbour, and above all, it is a
discussion about morals and ethics. What is
your opinion on this topic?
René Pour: Personally, I think it is a very
interesting development, and I also know that
there are people who cannot have real sex due
to fears, inhibitions, whatever, and this is a great
opportunity for them
to realise their wishes and fantasies.
That said, I don’t
think that virtual
or mechanical
experiences
will ever be
able to
match the
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real thing because sex is about connecting on an
intimate level, it is about warmth and closeness.
As far as the moral and ethical dimensions of this
discussion are concerned, I don’t think we are
crossing any lines on that front. I mean, how different
is it from masturbation, how different is it from the
type of communication we know from Facebook and
all other electronic media? Just think of chat bots that
are used in call centres – you ask a question and it is
answered by software (artificial intelligence). So, if
there really are moral or ethical problems, then maybe
we should redefine the boundaries of morals and ethics because they might not be up-to-date anymore.

replace them. It is simply a new, additional way of
experiencing and enjoying sex. Virtual sex can even
be combined with real sex in creative ways.
This development is opening up lots of
possibilities for realising your wishes and
fantasies. I am sure, at some point, we
will be able to use VR to change the
location while we are having sex with
our partner, i.e. having sex at
different places while staying in
the bedroom. Doesn’t that sound
great? I’ve always wanted to
have sex on an airplane!

Would it even be possible that people choose these
new technologies over real sex and intimacy?
Aren’t they just an alternative to make our sex life
more fulfilling and enable us to live out
certain fantasies?
René Pour: I don’t believe the
new technologies could
ever render interpersonal sex
and intimacy
obsolete,
let alone

The term teledildonics is used
a lot to describe the longdistance exchange of
intimacies between
partners – e.g.
the woman
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using a vibrator while lying on her bed in London, and
the man having fun with a vibrator in the bathtub in
Milan. But isn’t this concept based purely on male
fantasies?
René Pour: No, why should that be just a male
fantasy? Teledildonics is a wonderful thing for
anybody in a long-distance relationship. I think
women have the same needs as men – they may
take a different approach than men, and maybe they
are not as outspoken about it as men. Maybe there is
a fear that society will pigeonhole them, that they will
be branded in a negative way. But there are lots of
women who consume our
virtual reality content.
As a matter of fact, we get
many requests asking for
more sex films shot from
the women’s point of
view while she is being
pleasured by a man.

René Pour, CEO of Reality Lovers,
doesn’t believe that modern
technologies could ever
replace sex between
real people

„ M AY B E W E S H O U L D R E D E F I N E
TH E B O U N D A R I E S O F M O R A L S
A N D E TH I C S B E C A U S E TH E Y
M I G H T N OT B E U P - TO - D AT E
ANYMORE.“
RENÉ POUR

The concept of VR porn and sex robots primarily
appeals to a male audience. Do these trends represent a step back for the adult industry?
René Pour: On the contrary. As mentioned before, we
found that there is lots of female interest in VR porn –
much more so than there ever was in traditional 2D
flicks. Maybe it’s just that men are usually more willing to spend money on sex films than women. I for
one am convinced that VR porn is a big step forward
for the adult industry - it may even help change the
public perception of this industry for the better.
How will the aforementioned trends and products
develop over the course of the next few years?
René Pour: As far as the VR segment is concerned, the biggest step will be going from viewing
content passively – so, what we are doing right
now – to actively participating in the action
within the virtual world, combined with the
opportunity of transmitting physical sensations
and even smells. In short, people will be
getting ever closer to being in the scene.
One day, not too far from now, we will be
able to say that we’re really part of the action!
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We think that VR content will
never become commonplace.
exclusive

G r e go r y D o rcel o n th e p o tentia l a nd risks o f VR Po rno s

Is virtual reality the future of pornography? Right now, that is
the big question on the minds of producers, studios, and
probably also more than a few consumers. To find an answer
to this question, EAN turned to Gregory Dorcel, CEO of Marc
Dorcel. The French porn studio is known to focus more on
quality than quantity, and that is clearly reflected in their
approach to VR. In our interview, the son of the
eponymous company founder also addresses
certain problems with the new technology that
might prevent it from becoming mainstream in
the near future.

„

Last year, VR hardware took a huge step forward and pornography producers were quick to follow: The amount of adult content for
VR has increased quite a lot. What are your expectations for VR in
2017?
Gregory Dorcel: We hope that the supply of hi-quality content will increase. We also hope that the market will not just only cheap VR experiences without any added value, just in order to capitalise on a “promising
market”.
So far, Dorcel has only produced one VR movie, and that was in 2015.
Why did you put this type of content on hold - or was it even the last
VR movie by Dorcel we will ever see?
Gregory Dorcel: When we launched our first VR movie, the goal was
to create the best experience possible. We wanted to create a
reference VR experience for audio-visual and we think this was a
successful bet.
Furthermore, it was important for us to see how the
market would evolve before producing new content. Also, our VR
experiences are really sophisticated so we need at least three
months of post-production to be ready.
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How important was it for a company like Dorcel to
get experience in the field of VR early on? What
was the most important lesson you learned from
you first VR projects?
Gregory Dorcel: Innovation is a part of our brand
DNA. First CD-ROM, first multilingual DVD, first
VOD platform… MARC DORCEL innovates and
pips the industry greats by a whisker. Always abreast of new technologies, the company adds up
achievements and know-how.
Everyone who experienced our VR movie tells that
it is really impressive. We are now waiting to see
how supply will develop so that demand can grow
and a real market for VR can emerge.
Are consumers more willing to pay for VR content
than for regular pornographic movies?
Gregory Dorcel: Yes. We created 2 different types
of experiences, one free version (soft) and one paid
version (hard). Based on these projects, 10% of
free consumers have turned into paying customers
which is clearly above average for regular movies.
600 Dollar for an Oculus Rift, 900 Dollar for a HTC
VIVE: Getting started in the world of VR can be
pricy. How much does the high-end hardware influence experience?
Gregory Dorcel: It is true that the hardware remains
an obstacle but not because of its price - you can
find cheap headsets. Hardware remains an obstacle in term of equipment complexity and because
you can’t really live this experience with someone;
the headset is only for one person.

„W H E N W E L A U N C H E D
OUR FIRST VR MOVIE,
TH E G O A L WA S TO
C R E AT E TH E B E S T E X P E 
RIENCE POSSIBLE.”
G R E G O RY D O R C E L

How expensive is the creation of VR content when
compared with normal movies?
Gregory Dorcel: The creation of VR content costs 3
to 4 times more than a normal movie. Moreover, it
requires a significant investment of time in order to
develop VR movies.
Is there a specific target audience for VR movies,
or is it basically the same as with regular movies?
Gregory Dorcel: The audience is specific and goes
through this specific content; it is linked to the low
rate of equipment.
Apart from the technical challenges, which requirements do the performers have to fulfill when filming
a VR movie?
Gregory Dorcel: Actors are not directed. They need
to be able to really live this situation for 30 minutes
without any information from the director.
Even though it is much more difficult to create VR
content, how real is the threat that they will become commonplace in the near future, thus ruining
the value?
Gregory Dorcel: We think that VR content will never
become commonplace. We believe that VR will remain exceptional and limited to exceptional use.
The main risk is to offer content that has nothing
interesting to offer, making the customer feel like
he was misled.
Right now, VR is still a niche product – and VR
Porn a niche within the niche. When will VR become as commonplace as having a TV or a
Smartphone?
Gregory Dorcel: Never.
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I think VR could very easily fail to take oﬀ

and remain an expensive, unadoptable gimmick.
J u s ti n S a n tos h a s reserva tio ns a bo ut th e p o tentia l o f VR p o rn ( so f a r)

exclusive

„

VR has not reached the level
of market penetration where
an investment in this
technology would make
sense, says Justin Santos,
CEO and founder of Joybear
Pictures. As he explains in our
EAN interview, he doubts that,
right now, VR would make an
effective format for Joybear’s
content or that it’s what the
Joybear fans want. However,
that doesn’t mean things
can’t change.

Joybear Pictures stands for high-end
films, however, you don’t offer VR content
(yet). Aren’t you afraid that you’re missing
out on a promising new format?
Justin Santos: We might well be missing out
on a promising new format, however, my gut
feeling is the market is not quite there yet. I
don’t believe consumers have adopted VR in
numbers that would justify the additional
expenditure.
What is holding you back at the moment?
The challenges and pitfalls of producing VR
content? The expensive hardware - the cost
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of which will make the content more
expensive for the consumers? The quirks
and teething problems of the new
technology? Insufficient demand?
Justin: We are focused on high-end
features, which have proved popular with
both female and couple consumers.
I am not convinced VR is the right
application for our type of content and
target market. I can imagine more
mainstream content working better in VR.
Until I fully understand the potential the
additional cost and work-flow will also
remain barriers for us.
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Please, tell us from a producer’s viewpoint: How
complicated and challenging is it to create
VR content?
Justin: Other than the kit and software it is
relatively easy to create 360-degrees VR. Your
content also needs to be tailored more to the
‘experience’. There is however now a more
complex VR which goes a step beyond the
‘goldfish bowl’, enabling you to actually step out
of the ‘goldfish bowl’ and look back and even
interact with yourself and the environment. This is
really only available to big (Hollywood) studios
with big (Hollywood) budgets.
Is there already a specific target audience for VR
porn? Technophile men, for instance?
Justin: Clearly affluent, early tech-adopting men will
be keen to experience VR adult content. My feeling
is this will remain of more interest to the male
market, assuming the format actually takes off.
There are lots of expectations riding on VR
pornography. Many even hope it will rekindle the
consumers’ willingness to pay for content.
Can VR porn really win against free pornography?
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Justin: If it does take off I can imagine VR partially
reviving the paid-for-content market, especially as the
volume of content will be limited.
Could VR suffer the same fate as 3D content?
Justin: I think VR could very easily fail to take off and
remain an expensive, unadoptable gimmick.
How will the VR porn segment develop in the upcoming
years? How much potential is there for this format?
Justin: I believe a couple of the larger studios will
continue to develop VR content in case it takes off.
Hopefully the tech companies will also continue to
develop and push affordable hardware and software.
Sony hit their pre-Christmas 2016 sales target of a
million VR headsets worldwide. It’s a start but that’s
it. It’s certainly nothing like when VHS exploded onto
the scene.
Would you consider creating Joybear VR films if and
when a greater number of consumers embrace this
hardware and software?
Justin: We would definitely consider creating Joybear
VR films as soon as the market indicates it as a
commercially viable revenue stream.
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Level products oﬀer the best

and most intense intimate experience.
ex c l us ive

E rik Sch ief f er p resents a new bra nd o f ero tic lif estyle p rod u ct s

The Dutch company Your Levels
BV is a newcomer to the adult
industry, and the lubricant
collection Shine! marks their
first step in this market, with
many more to follow. In our
EAN interview, Erik
Schieffer, CEO of Your
Levels BV, talks about the
strategy and the
philosophy that guide the
young brand.

„

Please give us some information
about yourself and your company. What
was your motivation to launch the brand?
Erik Schieffer: Let me introduce our brand
‘Level’. Level is a young company that develops
intimate lifestyle products of high quality with
lots of enthusiasm in order to offer you the best
and most intense and intimate experience.
Recently, we launched Shine!, our collection of
lubricants. We believe that the market of intimate lifestyle products should be approached
in a different way. Many brands launch a range
of lubricants or condoms without thinking of the
full experience. With ‘Level’, we want to offer
intimate lifestyle products of high quality that
provide the best and most intense intimate
experience. Our products have a luxurious

Erik Schieffer,
CEO of Your Levels BV
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look, which fits perfectly with this philosophy.
Intimacy with a cheap feel is not a good fit in
our opinion. But while our intimate lifestyle
products have a luxurious look, we prove that
the price does not have to be high!
What does your brand bring to the market?
What is the philosophy behind Level?
Erik Schieffer: We believe that all Level
products should be luxurious and also show
this. Aside from the fact that the products are
very reliable and of top quality, they also need
to be user-friendly and they need to offer
something that will give you just a little extra.
For instance, the Level Lubricant bottles are
very sturdy, they do not leak, and they allow
you to use the perfect dosage so you won't
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Was the development of Level influenced by specific
trends such as sexual wellness and sexual health?
Erik Schieffer: Of course it’s influenced by trends
such as sexual wellness and sexual health. The
products should be attractive. They should invite to
consumer to use them, promote sexual health, they
must be safe to use, and they should also be a
beneficial addition to your love life. In the future, we
will continue to look at such trends. Customers tell
us what they want. In addition, we will also develop
products for which we anticipate future demand.
What can you tell us about your product range?
Which products are part of the brand, and what are
their most striking qualities?
Erik Schieffer: Recently, we released our collection
of lubricants. The collection is called Shine. Let your
love life shine! With different types of lubricants, it
offers something for everyone: from silicone-based
to water-based lubricants, from lubricants to
postpone his orgasm to caring lubricants for her.
Later this year, in Q2, we will launch our collection of
condoms. This collection is named ‘Private
Pleasure’. We will start with standard condoms
(named Level Popular Condoms), ultra-thin
condoms (named Level Delicate Condoms) and
condoms designed to postpone the male orgasm
(named Level Performance Condoms). By the way:
all lubricant bottles and all condom packagings are
mailbox-proof! This is ideal for etail as it will save on
shipping costs!

ever have to use more than needed, and there’s
no spilling, either. The shining letters on the dark
bottles provide a nice finishing touch when it comes
to their look.
How long did it take to develop the brand? What
were the biggest challenges you had to overcome?
Erik Schieffer: The brand wasn’t developed in a short
period. It was only after many months of
brainstorming that we kicked off Level. After that, it
took several months more to design everything, to
test it all, refine it, and so on… Now, we are proud to
introduce the result of this hard work, our amazing
products. Our biggest challenge is always to make as
few concessions as possible. Our products must
represent our vision, but they also have to be
affordable for consumers.
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Can you give us some information about the pricing
of the Level products?
Erik Schieffer: All lubricant bottles (100ml) have a
MSRP of €14,99. That’s an accessible retail price
for a high-quality lubricant. The margins for the
retailers will be good. The condoms will be available
in packs of 5, 10, and 24 condoms, and will have a
suggested retail price of € 4.99, € 8.99, and €
17.99 respectively. Also offering a very good margin
for retailers.
Who is target audience you are going after? And
what does a product need to satisfy this audience?
Erik Schieffer: Our target group are people who
want to bring their love life to the next level with
products that fall into the segment of intimate
lifestyle products. Think of our current line of
lubricants and our range of condoms that will launch
shortly. In the future, we want to expand the Level
range with other products, such as sex toys that fit
this target group.

I N T E R V I E W

There is no dearth of
lubricants and condoms
in the market. What
makes you confident that
you can hold your own in
this highly contested
marketplace?
Erik Schieffer: In this
segment, everything
looks pretty much the
same. Everybody does
the same thing and there
is not much innovation.
Level looks different and
we approach the consumers in a different way.
We tell them a story, offer
them an experience, and all this with high quality
products. If people have a problem because their love
life has become a routine, we offer a solution. Level
products offer the best and most intense intimate
experience. Also, we offer a favourable margin for
wholesale, retail, and etail. Which also makes these
products attractive for the trade.
Which channels of distributions do you use to market
your products?
Erik Schieffer: We want to sell our products in online and
offline shops. At the moment, there are already some
online stores who sell Level products. We plan to quickly
expand our network of trade partners over the course of
the year.

How does Level support its
retail partners? Are there POS
materials, product training
sessions and the like?
Erik Schieffer: If requested, we
can deliver online promo
materials for all selling partners,
both (r)etail and wholesalers.
Depending on the wholesaler or
retailer’s plans, we can always
develop customised POS
materials. Product training
sessions are a possibility if there
is any request. We want to
support our sales partners in
any way possible and with full
dedication.

„OUR PRODUCTS MUST
REPRESENT OUR VISION,
B U T TH E Y A L S O H AV E TO
B E A F FO R D A B L E FO R
CONSUMERS.”
ERIK SCHIEFFER

What’s next for Level? What are
your plans for the future?
Erik Schieffer: Next up is the launch of our new
collection of condoms! For this year, that will be the
only all-new collection. But we are already creating
our roadmap for next year, with plans to release
several new products. At this moment, I cannot tell
anything about that but I promise, you will get the
scoop as soon as I can tell you about.

Are there plans to offer your brand through wholesalers
and distributors?
Erik Schieffer: Yes, we want wholesalers to deliver our
products to retail and etail. If European wholesalers
would like to include Level in their range, they can
contact us via sales@dr-lifestyle.com. We are open to all
possibilities. This year, our focus will be on Europe.
But if retail and etail shops don’t have any wholesale
partners who offer Level in their country, they can always
contact us!
What qualities are you looking for in potential trade and
distribution partners?
Erik Schieffer: Prospective partners should have
confidence in our brand and in our products. They have
to believe in it, just like we do. Of course, it is great when
they have a large customer base that is open to sell
Level products. One on one contact with fixed contacts
is an added value because this way, we can act quickly,
setting up joint promotions and whatever else comes up.
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What is more important: the
product itself or the channel of
distribution?
Erik Schieffer: I think that one
cannot exist without the other.
Of course, the product is very
important. If it is not a good
product, it will not sell well, and
certainly not create repeat
orders. But without a channel of
distribution, we can’t sell the
products in a large area.

The Shine! lubricant
collection includes five
products – here: Velvet,
the gel for sensitive skin

So far, the Level product line includes lubricants and
condoms. Do you intend to add products from other
categories to your brand at some point?
Erik Schieffer: Yes, we have many plans for the future
to expand our range of products. It’s not on our
roadmap for 2017, but definitely for 2018. Of course,
these products will fit our current range. There are
currently many plans for lots of new products. But
one criterion applies to any new product: It must be
well thought out and it has to fit into the vision of
Level. We will only launch new products if we can
stand behind them 100%.
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Logistics is fundamental.
A n i n te r v i e w with PLAYRO O M’s lo gistics tea m

exclusive

PLAYROOM is a Poland-based distribution company whose activities
extend beyond the borders of their home country. Łukasz Wiak,
Grzegorz Perka, and Jacek Wojciechowski are in charge of the

„TI M E P R E S S U R E I S TH E

company’s logistics department. EAN interviewed the three about their

BIGGEST CHALLENGE WE

jobs behind the PLAYROOM scenes,

H AV E TO FA C E . ”

and they tell us about the

GRZEGORZ PERKA

importance of modern
process management
and professional
customer service.

Grzegorz sees no major differences
between logistics in the adult market
and other industries

„

How would you describe the role
logistics play in the grander scheme of
PLAYROOM’s activities?
Grzegorz Perka (Logistician): It is very
important. No logistics, no progress, nothing.
Thanks to the fact that logistics manages the
warehouse, stores have products for sale.
Otherwise, they had nothing to sell. If we fail
to send goods, companies cannot make
money. For me, logistics is one of the most
important elements of the entire company.
Sure, the most significant elements are the
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Łukasz is the head of PLAYROOM’s
logistics department

owner and
general manager as they keep it going, but
without logistics, this couldn’t work.
Łukasz Wiak (Head of Logistic): Logistics
plays the role it is supposed to play, that is
shipping, product procurement, and
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J A C E K

P E R K A

W I A K
W O J C I E C H O W S K I

How would you comment on the statement that
logistics is 'what happens in the background'?
Grzegorz: Customers cannot see our efforts. They
cannot see all this rush, pace of work, effort we put
in to make sure all parcels are sent on time and the
stores receive them, etc.
Jacek: Well, truth is that it is work in the background. I think that it is the most underestimated
part of the company’s activities because you do a
lot but everybody takes it for granted. Perhaps
consumers cannot see our efforts but employers
must recognise them.
Łukasz: While the sales department represent the
enterprise to the outside because they are
recognisable to certain extent, few people know
logisticians.
Logistics in the adult industry – is it any different
from logistics operations in other industries?
Grzegorz: I don’t think so. For sure, there are some
differences between selling TV sets or vibrators,
but ultimately, both are products. Let’s face it. We,
logisticians treat goods as goods, it is as simple as
that. I don’t see any difference if it is a vibrator or
high-pressure washer, alcohol or anything else.
Jacek: I have worked in many different businesses
as a logistician and I think there is not much
difference. Sure, work differs from one company to
the other, but as for the business itself, there are
no major differences.
Łukasz: Business is just business, there are no
differences. Goods are goods, no matter if it is a
vibrator or a toy for children.

Logistician Jacek at this
workplace – on the wall behind him:
the '7R' rule

guaranteeing continuous availability. It has its role
in the company, as do all other departments.
Jacek Wojciechowski (Logistician): For me, it plays
a key role. Well, it all depends on the type of
company, but if it has to with sales, logistics plays
a key role. If not for efficient shipping, the company
is likely to lose customers. If the shipping is poor,
people get addresses mixed up, or if there are
constant delays, nobody would cooperate with
such a company. I’d say that you build a good
company from the bottom up. Logistics is
fundamental.
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What are the biggest challenges logisticians are
faced with?
Łukasz: Obviously, time pressure is omnipresent.
As logisticians, we know well that lots of products
which sell well must be sent as soon as possible.
Customers always want to be allowed to order as
late as possible and receive their products as soon
as possible. The key is good organisation of work
and pace, because if you decide to do a few things
at a time, you can get lost pretty easily. We are not
surgeons who work under serious pressure. We do
not save lives, so there is no need to be stressed.
If everything works well, there is no reason to get
stressed.
Grzegorz: Finishing our tasks on time. Time pressure is the biggest challenge we are faced with.
Jacek: You can deal with time pressure if you
organise your work well. It is not always possible
but the most important thing is to make sure time

I N T E R V I E W

pressure is minimised. You can organise work so
that you do not need to do all tasks at the same
time. There is pressure but you can tackle
it. Of course, I think everyone should
be able to do all the things that are
expected of them but since
there are three of us, specific
processes can be divided.
Everyone should have
their own areas of
expertise and do what
they do best.
Do advanced
process management technologies
help you with your
work?
Grzegorz: They do,
indeed. Since we
have e.g. Presta which
is integrated with a
shipping unit, we do not
need to do things manually since
most options are automated. The more
automated options and technologies, the
easier our work. Let’s suppose that we need
five clicks to perform one task. Implement an
improved system, and the number of clicks is
down to one. In effect, orders are processed
quicker.
Jacek: You know, humans are not computers and
can’t always know everything. Thanks to these
technologies, if I am not sure, I can start a
computer and check it. I am not Magnus Carlsen,
the chess master who remembers details of his
previous games. As far as collectors or scanners
are concerned, they do not help because they
don’t offer what is necessary for our tasks. But
looking at the software we use, sure, it does come
in handy.
Łukasz: We live in the 21st century. Nowadays,
everything is electronic and automatic. Sure, all
these things help us. Today, you only have to click
a button twice to make printed labels, you don’t
have to complete things manually. There are also
warehouse systems based on SAP, where
deliveries are scanned and the scanner shows
details – you don’t even need to know what you
carry. If we were to draw lists up manually and then
stick stamps on them, one person would be
responsible for licking stamps, and another person
would sign the envelope with a pen. While a pen
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and scissors were necessary tools in the past, we
cannot imagine work without advanced
technologies nowadays.
PLAYROOM provides a wide
range of products. Is variety
the key to success, or
are there perhaps other
factors which are
more important, in
your view?
Grzegorz: Yes, sure,
customers can
choose from a wide
range of products.
They are not
limited and have
lots to choose
from. On the other
hand, it can be
disastrous because
they may not know
which product to
choose. If there are twenty
similar models, it may be
problematic. This is why we need to
find a balance, making sure there is the right
number of products, otherwise goods will
collect dust on shelves for a long time.
Jacek: It is one of the most important things.
Customers want a wide range of products but also
expect their order to be delivered smoothly.
Łukasz: It can be the product range, it can be
smooth customer service, but it can also be price.
In my opinion, the price is the main priority. If a
company offers a product at a competitive price, I
think customers will be ready to wait one day
longer for delivery as long as profits are likely to be
increased. Customers who purchase a few items,
well… sure, they care about the time, but they are
usually ready to wait a few days.
How does customer service influence customer
loyalty? Is the importance equal to that of a large
product range?
Grzegorz: Simple example – if you enter a grocery
and unfriendly ladies are behind the counter… you
just leave the place. The same applies to
restaurants or taverns – if you enter and the service
is poor, you just leave. The same happens here,
this is why customer service has a considerable
impact on customer loyalty. We do our best to
make sure the customer thinks 'Oh, I order goods
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from Playroom, I am sure they will take good
care of me'. Good customer service is
essential.
Does efficient delivery influence customer
loyalty?
Grzegorz: As far as I know, we are one of few
distributors in Poland to send parcels within
24 hours. As a rule, warehouses need 2-3
days to organise shipping but here, orders
placed before 2pm are sent on the same day.
This means that we are clearly serious
competitors in this respect.
Jacek: I reckon that it is a combination of several factors, but efficient delivery, which is a
standard, surely influences customer loyalty.
Professional customer service is another important aspect. Sometimes, we come
across difficulties, but we can deal
with them. Efficiency is a
standard, and transparency is
another advantage. If we
make a mistake, we admit
to it. There are no conflicts.
How would you remark
on the statement that
logistics is a 'company’s
bloodstream'?
Grzegorz: Let’s go back
to the first question – if we
do not provide stores and
customers with goods,
there would not be any
bloodstream, the enterprise
would not operate. Let’s say that
there are three logisticians and there
is no one else who can get the
products out there. This is not going to work
either. In fact, ReFForm receives deliveries in
its premises so it is less dependent on us,
but a company like Secret Place relies much
stronger on these services.
Łukasz: If we are to use the term
'bloodstream', it means that we try to
compare an enterprise to the entire
organism. In that case, I don’t think logistics
is a bloodstream, it is more like an organ.
Logistics is an organisational cell which is as
important as any other. If not for sales
departments which sell the products,
logistics would do nothing. You could say
that the bloodstream is a flow of information

Jacek feels
logistics is
fundamental
element of
PLAYROOM’s
corporate
structure
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„W H I L E TH E S A L E S
D E PA R TM E N T R E P R E S E N T
TH E E N T E R P R I S E TO TH E
O U T S I D E B E C A U S E TH E Y
ARE RECOGNISABLE TO
C E R TA I N E X T E N T, F E W
PEOPLE KNOW
LO G I S TI C I A N S . ”
ŁUKASZ WIAK

which lets us combine everything and make
it work.
Jacek: Logistics is like a bloodstream but like
a bloodstream, it is on the inside, a bit
hidden.
Is it easy to follow the basic logistics rule '7R'
(Rule '7R' is a basic logistics principle; the
seven 'Rs' stand for right product, right
quantity, right stock, right place, right time,
right customer and right price) in Poland?
Grzegorz: Truth is that we achieve the '7Rs'.
It is not always easy, but we do the best job
we can.
Jacek: This rule is actually up on the wall
behind me so I know it well. We do our best
to follow it and we do it well, I guess.
Łukasz: Conditions are not a problem. In fact,
the Polish market is not any different than other
markets, but in certain respects it turns out we
are up there with the best of them. Sometimes
when we get parcels from western countries, I
pay attention to their packaging, to how western countries approach wholesale customers
or retail customers. When I look at it, I think Poland is one of the leaders. When everything is
well-organised, all IT processes work properly,
then everything is fine. However, when the
internet crashes, which is beyond our control,
there is no chance for 7R, or even 3R. Those
are problems we can’t sort out by ourselves.
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Have you noticed an increasing popularity of
dropshipping as a form of delivery?
Grzegorz: We have, indeed. More and more people
take advantage of this service. It is a convenient idea
for fresh enterprises because they do not need
storage space. They are automatically released from
the obligation of storing and delivering goods, and
they do not freeze their cash. They are not obligated
to buy a few vibrators and store them, they can use
our products instead. New companies find it
important because not everybody is able to invest 50
thousand in products and warehousing just like that.
Dropshipping is a perfect idea for these companies, I
guess.
Jacek: In my opinion, it has to be combined with
other factors, such as a good offer.
Łukasz: Sure, it works, particularly if you run a small
store and are familiar with e-commerce. In those
cases, it may be successful.

„ C U S TO M E R S WA N T A
WIDE RANGE OF
PRODUCTS BUT ALSO
E X P E C T TH E I R O R D E R TO
BE DELIVERED
S M O OTH LY. ”
J A C E K W OJ C I E C H O W S K I

Łukasz: Quoting Wladimir Lenin: 'inspection is a basis
for trust' (laughter). Sure, it helps, the other day I
talked to our boss and suggested purchasing
more cameras. When a truck with a 300-kilogram
pallet is arriving, I never ask a driver to park in front
of the camera. Sure, cameras help us identify
potential mistakes.
How far does the reach of the PLAYROOM Logistics
Center extend?
Grzegorz: We have foreign customers. There are not
many of them since we mostly focus on the Polish
market.
Łukasz: PLAYROOM operates mainly in Poland.
Nearly 100% of our parcels are sent to various places
in Poland. Sometimes to some other countries, but it
doesn’t happen too often.

Grzegorz and
Lukasz at work

If a company uses
surveillance and inspection systems, does that mean an employer does
not trust their workers, or is it just a handy tool?
Grzegorz: This often helps explain misunderstandings, etc. It all depends on the management. It
all depends on whether they observe what we do or
to eliminate mistakes or just out of curiosity. It is
nothing extraordinary that we talk about owners, or
employees. If some people us it just because they are
curious, it is not okay, but if their purpose is to
inspect our working hours and identify mistakes, then
I accept it. It all depends on who we talk about and
what they try to find. As for me, I don’t feel observed.
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'Shop offline, buy online' is becoming more and more
popular. Customers see products in the store but
order them online. Have you also noticed this trend in
Poland?
Grzegorz: I guess people who work in stores are
better qualified to answer that, after all customers
visit them, watch their goods and say 'all right, I will
buy it via the Internet'.
Jacek: In the era of digitalisation and the internet, I
don’t know if finding goods in the store and buying
them online is so popular. Some people do it, but I
am actually surprised.
How do you juggle all your tasks?
Łukasz: The key is perfect preparation and well-organised procedures that we can carry out in a specific order.
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POS material becomes a silent vendor.
ex c l us ive

Jea n-Pierre H a melin p resents Sh unga’s PO S ma teria ls

The point of sale is where the customers are in direct contact
with the products. And it’s also where targeted
sales-promoting measures – such as the
presentation of POS materials – can really make a
difference. Jean-Pierre Hamelin, Shunga’s
Marketing Director, tells us which POS materials
his company offers to support the retail trade.
And in line with the topic of this interview,
EAN present some pictures to demonstrate
how Shunga’s POS materials are used in stores
Jean-Pierre Hamelin,
Shunga’s Marketing Director

all over the world.

„

Can you give us a quick overview of the POS materials
Shunga is currently making available to its trade partners?
Jean-Pierre Hamelin: We have flyers for store
customers, counter cards, posters, product
displays, iPad images, and videos. All this
material is free of charge. For employees and
home party representatives, we have
information guides. We also have product
testers for stores. It’s all available from
your distributor. We will even send a
2017 marketing catalogue to our
distributors in a few weeks.
How important are POS materials
and shop-in-shop system in
today's adult market?
Jean-Pierre: It’s really
important for any retailer.
You don’t know when a
customer wants help or
not. In our industry,

• 04/2017

J E A N  P I E R R E

H A M E L I N

The 'Shunga wall' in a store in Montreal, Canada

people are often too shy to ask questions. So, POS material becomes a
silent vendor. Also, if the store employee is occupied with someone, they
can look at information by themselves.
Is there a common thread when you create and manufacture POS
materials?
Jean-Pierre: All our POS material is colourful and respects the new Shunga
brand image. It’s also created to feature the product packaging and
product insights.
How often does Shunga bring new POS materials to the market and are
these directly related to new products?
Jean-Pierre: All our general POS tools are renewed each year
(i.e. flyers and guide). Specific POS material for a product is changed
when new packaging is created or when we change the product.
Brick and mortar stores can be extremely
different in size and layout, thus
creating individual requirements for POS materials.
Is there the chance to
get customised POS
materials from
Shunga?
Jean-Pierre: For
sure! When we know
the stores’ dimensions
and needs, we can
design and resize any
visual internally at our
offices.
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„ A L L O U R P O S M AT E R I A L I S
C O LO U R F U L A N D R E S P E C T S TH E
NEW SHUNGA BRAND IMAGE.”
JEANPIERRE HAMELIN

I N T E R V I E W

Shunga stands for romance, sensuality,
togetherness, etc. and you are active on a
global scale. Is there a difference in your POS
materials between different continents or
countries?
Jean-Pierre: Besides having different
languages, no. We try to communicate the
same branding internationally and build on
our drawings and the Shunga erotic art
form. Our POS material serves as an ensemble with the products on the shelves.
What reactions do you get from the
trade members regarding your POS and
advertising materials? Do they have a
long-term impact on sales figures?
A picture from a store in Santiage de Chile, Chile

„SALES GO UP WHEN
S TO R E S S E L L TH E L I N E
C O M P L E T E LY. ”
JEANPIERRE HAMELIN

POS materials used to maximum effect
in Merignac, France

Jean-Pierre: Yes, sales go up when stores
sell the line completely. The brand has
impact when you carry a lot of SKUs and
stock is good. Supported by the marketing
tools, it becomes a serious brand and a
brand customers can trust. When you
look at the examples with the Shunga
wall, it also embellishes the stores,
don’t you think?
Are the POS materials available directly
from you or your distributors and
wholesalers respectively?
Jean-Pierre: It’s always available through
distributors and it’s a good way of seeing if
the distributor supports the brand when
they carry the POS material. If you have
problems getting POS material, you can
write to info@shunga.com or to me
directly: jphamelin@shunga.com
An image from Zurich, Switzerland
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The market is only just growing up.
M i c h a e l S o n ner, Genera l Sa les Ma na ger H OT, o n h is co mp a ny’s ex p a nsio n in C hin a

exclusive

If the Chinese economy
continues on its current
trajectory, it will be the
world’s biggest industrialised nation by 2050,
according to expert
predictions. Given the
size and potential of this
market it is no surprise
that many companies try
to sell their products in
the China. That also
goes for companies in
the adult segment – such
as HOT Productions &
Vertriebs GmbH. Only
recently, the brand
entered into distribution
agreements with
Chinese companies in
the brick and mortar and
online retail segment.
Michael Sonner, HOT
General Sales Manager, tells us more in
our EAN interview.

Michael Sonner, General
Sales Manager HOT
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„TH E P R O B L E M I N C H I N A
I S TH AT N O B O DY B E L I E 
V E S I N LO C A L , C H I N A 
PRODUCED PRODUCTS.“
MICHAEL SONNER

„

Michael Sonner, your company has
signed distribution agreements with several
major players in the Chinese market. How
would you describe the current position of
HOT in China?
Michael Sonner: We have put in a lot of work
and, over the course of the past year,
managed to firmly establish HOT in the
Chinese market. Our quality products are
well-presented in both, brick and mortar and
online shops, and we have definitely found
the right partners in this market.
Is it right that HOT moved their Chinese
office to a new city?
Michael Sonner: Yes, that is correct. Four
months ago, we moved the office south to
Guangzhou. Setting up shop in Beijing first
was no mistake by any means; it was the
right thing to do because of the permits,
licences, etc. But in the long run, the smog
situation in winter became unbearable for us.
Conditions are much better in the south.
What does this step mean for HOT and what
are your expectations?
Michael Sonner: It is another step on the way
to laying the groundwork, a process that is
far from over. Investing in marketing only
makes sense when your products are
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 4 / 2 0 1 7
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This building in Guangzhou
houses the Chinese HOT office

„BEING IN THE RIGHT
AND BEING DECLARED
R I G H T A R E S TI L L T W O
D I F F E R E N T TH I N G S . “
MICHAEL SONNER

available in enough stores so the consumers you
are addressing can also get them in their neck of
the woods. We have great expectations for this
market. It is still in its formative years, but already
now, sales figures are very satisfying.
Do you also have products that are tailor-made for
this market? What do the Chinese consumers
expect from adult products?
Michael Sonner: On principle, we try to sell our
products as they are, without any changes or
modifications, but sometimes, we have to tweak
them a little to meet legal requirements.
How much work is necessary to offer products
such as HOT’s in the Chinese market? Are there
laws, regulations, limitations that make entering
this market difficult?
Michael Sonner: The differences between China
and other markets are generally not that big. There
are rules and regulations, just as there are in
Europe or anyplace else. However, the level of
corruption you encounter is pretty insane. Being in
the right and being declared right are still two
different things in China, and often times, there is
no way around greasing the wheels.
HOT is well-known for supporting retailers with
sales-promoting materials, etc. Do you also offer
such trade support in China?
Michael Sonner: Our plan is to take the same
route we’ve taken in other markets, and we also
visit the trade members in their stores to better
support them. For most Chinese retailers, that is a
new experience, and they really seem to
appreciate it.
How far along is the Chinese adult market
compared to Europe?
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Michael Sonner: The online business is
massive – it’s already bigger than the
European online market. In the brick and
mortar segment, things are only just picking
up steam. Of course, there are many shops
but most of them are small and offer few
products. But now, we start seeing more and
more beautiful stores based on western
concepts.
Which elements of the Chinese population
shop in adult stores like those of your
distribution partners?
Michael Sonner: The older generation has
little interest in adult products, which

„W E H AV E M A N A G E D TO
F I R M LY E S TA B L I S H

The Rhino Long Power Spray 'China' special edition

growing up. In the past, sexuality or enjoying
sex have been taboo topics for many people.
We still see that nowadays when we do
training sessions and people look at us with
big eyes, simply because they have never
heard some of the things we are telling them.

H OT I N TH E C H I N E S E

Elisa Wang,
HOT Manager in Guangzhou

M A R K E T. “
MICHAEL SONNER

obviously has to do with their upbringing and
more conservative values. Younger people,
however, are more interested in sexuality
than ever; they also use the internet and
adult stores as a source of information and
inspiration.
Is it true that Chinese consumers are crazy
about American and European brands? And
if so, does that also go for brands in the
adult market?
Michael Sonner: The problem in China is that
nobody believes in local, China-produced
products. Instead, people jump at foreign
concepts that work and copy them, often
paying very little attention to quality. That is
why no one wants to buy products 'Made in
China' here.

Adult film starlet Mai Miori
creates awareness for the HOT brand

What are the biggest problems on the way to
harnessing the full potential of the Chinese
market?
Michael Sonner: The government is making
life unnecessarily hard for importers. They
want to export their products to other
countries, but when it’s foreign companies
seeking to sell their products in China, they
have them jumping through hoops.
Are there still territories where HOT products
are not available?
Michael Sonner: Yes, South America is still a
white spot on the HOT world map. But we
definitely intend to change that.

Given the large population one would
assume that the potential of the Chinese
market is nigh endless. You know this market
– what is your assessment?
Michael Sonner: The market is really only just
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I think people generally are becoming more

open-minded to the idea of male sex toys.
exclusive

f i f i c o n q u e rs E uro p a

EAN first brought news of fifi
in the early summer of 2016,
when WhizWorx’ unique
masturbator was only
available via the internet.
However, the producers
quickly expanded their
distribution network in the
United States, teaming up
with numerous distributors
and wholesalers. In the
meantime, fifi has also
reached Europe as
Eropartners, Scala, and Orion
have added the product to
their range. The 'European
adventure' is also the focus of
our interview with WhizWorx
CEO David Abramovitz.

In early summer of 2016, fifi was featured
in EAN, but for those who don’t know
about this product yet: What is fifi?
David Abramovitz: fifi is a versatile,
no-mess clean-up, discreet masturbator
for men. Unlike other male toys on the
market, fifi uses disposable sleeves.
There's no need to scrub, clean, and
powder after you’ve done your business.
Just throw away the disposable sleeve and
use a new one when you’re in the mood
for another round. Also, it’s super discreet.
It looks like a cushion and if you left it out
in the open, nobody would know what it
was. That makes it great for travelling and
general privacy.

„ F I F I I S A V E R S ATI L E ,
N O  M E S S C L E A N  U P,
DISCREET
M A S T U R B ATO R
FO R M E N . ”
D AV I D A B R A M O V I T Z

David Abramovitz, head of
WhizWhorx, praises the company’s
European distribution partners

Which qualities and characteristics make fifi
stick out from the crowd of adult products?
David: Besides the disposability and discreetness mentioned above, it’s different from
anything else on the market. It has a fun look
and it’s fun to play with. You can roll it tight or
loose depending on your preference. Because
the material of fifi is made out of fabric, you can
heat it up using our Hot Pocket device, which
makes it feel awesome. You can get creative
with our toy. For instance, some customers
told us they line the interior of the fifi with
bubble-wrap before they roll it up to add some
texture. I’ve had other customers say they insert a bullet vibrator in the fifi and it feels great.
Would you mind giving us some information
about your product range and its size?
David: Right now, we have five fifis that are
made out of a soft fabric with a PE insert. The
five I’m referencing come in black, grey, red,
blue, and camouflage. We also have a leather
edition for the bondage lovers and a furcovered fifi for furries. Our Hot Pocket is a
heating pad for your fifi. You insert the fifi into
the Hot Pocket and it gets it nice and warm for
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a more realistic sensation. Our disposable sleeves
come in packs of 10 and 20. We also have our own
brand of lubrication that comes in normal and
warming versions. Lastly, we just released our first
co-branded fifi on the market, the xHamster fifi. We
collaborated with xHamster to create a fun, collectible
toy for fans of our brand and the loveable xHamster
icon. It comes in a collector's box with gold foil
accents and has the xHamster logo patterned on the
exterior of the fifi itself.
Are there plans to expand your product line?
Are you maybe already working on new ideas?
David: Yes, right now we’re testing out textured pads
that you can insert inside the fifi to get some different
sensations. We’re also working on a new product
that will work alongside our signature disposable
sleeves. We’ve had quite a few requests for sleeves
not made out of latex for those who are allergic, so
another option is in the works for that. Lastly, we’re
working on a new larger fifi for XXL-sized men.
Your products have been available in Europe for
several months now. Who are your distribution
partners in this market?
David: Eropartner, Scala, and Orion.
Why did you decide to take this route and work with
distributors and wholesalers?
David: We needed to expand past online-only sales in
order to grow. We’re a small brand, so we need to
spread our wings and get distribution with strategic
partners in order to be successful. We would like to
help distributors sell our product while we continue to
grow and focus on adding to our brand.
Is your distribution network in Europe complete, or
are you still looking for wholesalers and distributors to
close some gaps?
David: We feel that we have hit our major distributors
for this area of the world. We're in good hands.
fifi is one brand among many in the range of European distributors. Are you not afraid that it may not
get the attention it deserves among the sheer mass
of adult products that these companies distribute?
David: Yes. It’s the challenge of having one brand.
But, this gives us the opportunity to work more
closely with our partners to ensure it gets attention.
We want strategic partners that believe in the product
and want to push it and work with us. The lucky thing
with fifi is that it is totally different. It’s not something
that you just walk by and know what it is, so we're
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getting tons of attention. People want you to
explain it to them and they seem to really love
the idea. It’s refreshing after seeing so many
reproductions of similar products.
How long did the process of bringing your
product line to Europe take?
David: After less than a year of selling online in
the states, we had interest coming from
European distributors.

fifi ticks off all the boxes: functionality,
effectiveness, hygiene, discreetness

„ E U R O P E A N S A R E N OT S O
SHAMED FOR BUYING
TOY S A N D A R E
C O M FO R TA B L E W I TH
S E X U A L I T Y, B OTH
P E R S O N A L LY A N D I N TH E
C U LT U R E O V E R A L L . ”
D AV I D A B R A M O V I T Z

Did European distributors approach you about
collaborations or did you actively seek contact
with potential partners?
David: Both. We had a couple contact us
directly and we met the others at novelty
shows. Thanks to Eropartner, Scala, and Orion!
Are there also POS materials that European
retailers can get through your distribution
partners? If so, what can you tell us about
these materials?
David: We offer two types of a displays and a
small video screen for free with your purchase.
The first display holds five fifis, four 10-packs of
sleeves, and six bottles of lubrication. Our
second display holds one fifi with the sleeve
attached along with brochures. This is a great
piece for consumer education. They can read
up on how the product works, as well as touch
and feel it. Lastly, the 7” video display screen
has our How It Works video
(www.getfifi.com/how-it-works) on a loop.
Some of our wholesalers are also doing How It
Works videos for us on YouTube. We have one
being done in French. There will also be one in
Greek and there are more to come.
What challenges are US companies faced with
when introducing their products to the European market? Logistics? The heterogeneous
nature of Europe? Access to the trade?
David: We haven’t had that many issues.
There's the occasional hang-up of product at
customs, working out what tariff code a product
should fall under. The heterogeneous nature of
Europe is what’s great about it. I’m proud that
our product is being offered in such a diverse
and eclectic area of the world. I truly hope
people enjoy the product. To me, that’s what it’s
all about. We're very grateful to our distributors
and their sales teams. They have been great at
explaining and showing the fifi to Europeans.
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In spite of these challenges, many US products reach
the European market. On the other hand, European
products in the US market are few and far between.
Why is that?
David: I think the toy demand is very high in Europe
and the acceptance of toys is even better. Europeans
are not so shamed for buying toys and are comfortable
with sexuality, both personally and in the culture overall.

fifi‘s sleeves are disposable, meaning users
can simply buy new ones, which also
translates to recurring sales for the trade

„W E ' R E V E RY G R AT E F U L
T O O U R D I S T R I B U TO R S
A N D TH E I R S A L E S T E A M S .
T H E Y H AV E B E E N G R E AT
AT E X P L A I N I N G A N D
S H O W I N G TH E F I F I TO
EUROPEANS.”
D AV I D A B R A M O V I T Z

WhizWorx’ latest addition to the fifi
family is a co-branding with porn Tube
site xHamster

Products for men have been becoming more and more
popular. How can this increasing demand for
masturbators and similar products be explained?
David: I think people generally are becoming more
open-minded to the idea of male sex toys. They want
to experiment with their sexuality and have fun. Toys
can spice things up a bit and add some variety in the
bedroom. The fifi is a perfect toy in this time of change.
Men love the idea of how easy this toy is. When you
get the mixture of discreet and easy to clean up it
equals a perfect match for men. You can also mix that
with our fun colours, leather, and fur styles. Guys really
get a laugh out of it too. It’s a fun toy.
How much potential do you see in the male toys
category? How will this product segment develop?
David: I see huge potential for new development in the
male toy category because most of the other toys are
similar to Fleshlight. So there’s a lot of room for
creativity and innovation. I see the segment continuing
to go more toward high-tech options. With VR
becoming increasingly popular, I’m sure manufacturers
are racing to release the next masturbator that will
interact with it. I like to say we’re the opposite of
high-tech. We plan on focussing on making our brand
outstanding in 2017. We don’t want to change much,
but what we do plan on doing is adding accessories to
take the experience to the next level. We already have a
great toy, so we want to keep it simple and take it to
the next level at the same time.
Is sex tech the be-all and end-all when it comes to
modern male toys?
David: I don’t think so. Firstly, tech usually means
expensive and not everyone is willing to shell out
$100+ on a toy. Secondly, simple solutions are
sometimes the best. We're a standalone toy in a
tech-filled time. We do believe that tech will do well, but
we don't think that everyone wants it. There's a lot of
potential with fifi. I feel that the fifi is a more personal
toy. You get to know your body better and you might
even make your actual lovemaking better by practicing
with the fifi. We're currently working with sex therapists
to get feedback on how the fifi does with couples.
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Fiy Shades has inspired a revolution in

attitudes to sex and the phenomena is here to stay.
exclusive

J i m P r i m r o s e , I n te r n a ti o na l Sa les Ma na ger a t Lo veh o ney, o n th e o ngo ing Fif ty Sh a des p h enomen on

The Fifty Shades brand is so
deeply ingrained in people’s minds
that it has taken on a life of its own,
as Jim explains in our interview.

Fifty Shades Darker will
leave an indelible mark
on 2017, and Jim
Primrose is sure that its
impact will be felt far
beyond its theatrical
run. Lovehoney’s
International Sales
Manager believes that
the phenomenon will
retain its influence for
years to come.

„

Has the excitement around 'Fifty Shades
Darker' already subsided or will it last a few
more months?
Jim Primrose: Our customers have been
reporting tremendous success on the run up
and since the movie. While the movie was
released in February this year, fans are going to
start becoming excited about the digital release
of the movie in April and DVD release in May.
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And just when you think that it will go quiet,
there will be the third instalment of the franchise. It’s non-stop! We expect the momentum
to build and build therefore over the rest of
2017. Fifty Shades is going nowhere!
Would you agree that the first Fifty Shades
movie has caused far more furore than the
second?
Jim: The first film was a phenomenon, no
doubt about it. It was unprecedented in terms
of the numbers of people as well as media
outlets and retailers jumping onto the trend.
The Darker Movie smashed the box office
figures of the original, post media coverage
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was off the scale too. The Fifty Shades phenomenon continues to introduce new consumers
to the category of BDSM increasing footfall into
stores with online traffic within the category
showing incredible activity too. With the next
movie release on Valentines 2018, this trend is
set to continue.
How satisfied is
Lovehoney with
the results of 'Fifty
Shades Darker'?
Jim: We have
seen the positive
impact from both
sides, from
Lovehoney Retail
and also
Lovehoney Trade.
We have invested
more than ever on
a global scale to
support some of
the industry’s best
activity. Retailers
everywhere have
identified the opportunity and have worked
with our Trade team on bespoke activities
to support their business, cinema
advertising & events, outstanding
window displays, in store
merchandising, staff training to name
but a few. We are already in
discussions with many of them in
connection with the next movie.
We are extremely pleased with
the results.
Jim Primrose, International
Sales Manager at Lovehoney

As you know, there are many Fifty Shades
inspired products. How important is the fact
that Lovehoney is the licensee for the official
products?
Jim: Lovehoney are recognised for launching
official licensed brands, this is set to continue
with many new collections launching in 2017 watch this space!
The Fifty Shades
collections from
Lovehoney carry the
official endorsement
of author E L
James. The value of
this can’t be
underestimated.
The modern
consumer will not
settle for poor
imitations, they
buy into a brand
whatever that may
be, and Fifty Shades
is no different.
The erotic market
has, of course, profited considerably from the
Fifty Shades phenomenon. Did the second
movie also provide positive impetus?
Jim: Lovehoney Trade team has never been
busier out in the stores. Working in
collaboration with our distribution network
and key retailers more than ever before.
Retailers and distributors from all over the
world wanted to speak to us about the
products and what we could do for them in
terms of official brand support. We see this
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as a partnership and we are very proud to be
associated with a phenomenon that has supported
our industry in so many different ways.
Has the market in your opinion sufficiently prepared
for the buzz around the second movie and was able
to use the full potential of 'Fifty Shades Darker'?
Jim: Another interesting question. How does one
prepare for a phenomenon? In the most part, retailers
and distributors were well prepared with sufficient
stock. This supported with some of the best point of
sale materials available to create Fifty Shades
branded areas in store, also more retail staff attended
brand and product training sessions,
www.lovehoneytrade.com provided the stores with
official logos, and education materials, videos etc. All
of these things delivered massively positive results.
What none of us can prepare for is when an individual
product or products catch the eye, e.g. Fifty Shades
Inner Goddess Silver Balls sales increased by over
600% on the week of the movie - it is impossible to
plan for that, the smart retailers and distributors who
carry the entire collection capitalised and sold an
alternative Fifty Shades product.

talkability around the new footage. Anyone that
follows sex toy developments will know that
Fifty Shades is rarely out of the news - and it’s
becoming more and more commonplace for
celebrities to discuss their love of all things kink.

„W E A R E V E RY P R O U D TO
B E A S S O C I AT E D W I TH A
P H E N O M E N O N TH AT H A S
SUPPORTED OUR
I N D U S T RY I N S O M A N Y
D I F F E R E N T WAY S . ”
“ TH E B R A N D I S I N G R A I 
N E D W I TH I N P E O P L E ' S
P S YC H E S A N D I S H E R E

Lovehoney has launched new collections and
products especially for the second movie. How will
you continue the marketing and product
development from now on?
Jim: In terms of marketing, we see a huge potential
to market our products again in April and May this
year as the digital and DVD version of the movie will
come out. - this will include the “Unmasked” version,
which features more sex scenes and footage. We
think that everyone will be talking about it for months
to come and will be looking at these sex scenes for
inspiration in the bedroom. Retailers can look to
benefit from the inevitable media interest and

TO S TAY. “
JIM PRIMROSE

There will most likely be a third movie, but what
comes next? Will Fifty Shades fall into oblivion as
has been the case with many pop phenomena?
Jim: We can confirm there will be a third movie,
Fifty Shades Freed, this has already been filmed
and will be released Valentines 2018. Lovehoney
are already working on some very exciting projects
with this in mind - watch this space! It is important
to remember, Fifty Shades has inspired a revolution
in attitudes to sex and the phenomena is here to
stay. The books and movies have inspired first time
users to try pleasure products and the brand has
become the signpost brand for the BDSM
category, particularly for new users. It is also
important to note that the collection of Fifty Shades
sex toys sell on their own merit as some of the
best quality available for the price. The brand is
ingrained within people's psyches and is here
to stay.
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We had the connoisseurs in
mind throughout the entire
design process.

When the idea for
Miamaxx was originally conceived, it
was not intended to be a novel sex
toy. As a matter of fact, Bruno Rossi
sought to create a machine to help
him in his job as a hairdresser.
Of course, EAN was curious to find
out how this idea spawned a thrust
vibrator and how this toy is
different from comparable
products on the market, so we
asked the inventor of Miamaxx
for an interview.

e xclusiv e

B runo Ro ssi p resents th rust vibra t or Miamaxx

„

Miamaxx is a vibrator that
not only vibrate, but also
thrusts. Is that how you would
describe your product?
Bruno Rossi: Others may
describe Miamaxx as a
thrusting vibrator, but we call
it the personal handheld
fucking machine. It really is the
Miamaxx inventor
complete sex toy, with a 3-inch
Bruno Rossi
thrust, interchangeable speed
settings and 7 different vibrational
patterns. The ability to customise your
sessions to suit your needs really sets
Miamaxx apart and puts it in a class of
its own.
Could you tell us a bit about the
company behind Miamaxx? What is your
role in the product’s development?
Bruno Rossi: The Miamaxx team is
a group of highly committed
individuals who have worked
extremely hard to ensure our first
product and those that follow
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Miamaxx won the Adultex Award 2016
as Most Innovative Product

„ I T H I N K T H AT P E O P L E
ARE STILL QUITE
C O N F R O N T E D BY A TOY
T H AT R E A L LY C A N
R E P L A C E A PA R TN E R A N D
G I V E S U C H A R E A L I S TI C
EXPERIENCE.”
BRUNO ROSSI
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Miamaxx are of the absolute highest quality, with
innovative design and intuitive operation. The
company really started with the idea to create
something that was different from what was
currently available on the market, and we have
all shared in this vision. I (Bruno Rossi) am a
hairdresser by trade, and I was trying to invent a
hair tool. I had a problem with the motor and a
client of mine suggested I go to a sex shop and
buy a thrusting toy and dismantle it for parts.
When I spoke to the sales assistant in the store,
I realised that the thrusts on the currently available
toys only travelled 12mm in distance. When I
asked if there was anything that penetrated
further, the sales assistant replied with ‘I wish!’
and it was then that I realised there was a hole in
the market (pardon the pun). This journey began
5 years ago, and after a lot of hard work,
Miamaxx was born. Our aim is to provide smarter
and better intimate lifestyle products and elevate
the standards of quality in our industry.

life. Then we had to work on issues such as noise
level and the ability to recharge the battery. We
also had to ensure that all of the materials were
of the highest quality to ensure that Miamaxx
really was a cut above all other toys available in
its class.

How difficult was it to add another type of motion
to a vibrator besides vibrating?
Bruno Rossi: The vibrating aspect of the toy was
easy to design, as this is a simple mechanism.
But with Miamaxx, it started out as a thrusting
sex toy - the vibration feature was added later. It
took years to find the right mechanism to drive
the shaft 3 inches in and out and preserve battery

Miamaxx can be customised with different
sleeves. Why did you add these sleeves and
which options do they offer the customers?
Bruno Rossi: Miamaxx is designed to be
customised to the needs of the individual using
the toy, and we understand that everyone has
different desires when it comes to sexual
pleasure. We were so sick of seeing toys with

Thrusting seems like a far more natural motion for
a sex toy than vibrating. Why are there only a few
toys on the market with this feature?
Bruno Rossi: I think that people are still quite
confronted by a toy that really can replace a
partner and give such a realistic experience.
Historically speaking, sex toys haven’t evolved
and rely on a person doing physical work to bring
on pleasure, and this can be a hard mould to
break. The sex toys of the future, such as
Miamaxx, are here and although there are some
adventurous and open-minded people out there,
most people are still a little bit shy in giving
something new a try.
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the one casing and wanted to design a complete toy
that really gave people the opportunity to go their own
way. The four sleeves offer different textures and ways
to enjoy pleasure. The ARYA sleeve is designed to
give a realistic impression of a penis, so those who
enjoy penis shaped toys can use Miamaxx. The IRAH
sleeve is slim for more petite play. The XARA wave
sleeve is designed to give waves of pleasure. The MEZZ
sleeve is designed as a G-spot stimulator. This way,
there is no need to go out and buy another toy when
the Miamaxx has been used regularly- just pop on
another sleeve for something new and exciting. Not only
have we let the toy be customisable, we have designed
a toy stand/holder that can be wall or floor mounted for
more exciting hands-free play.
Do you think that we will see more customisation for sex
toys in the future?
Bruno Rossi: I think that we will continue to see the rise
of customisation of for sex toys into the future once
people have gotten more comfortable with the idea. We
get a lot of interest in our toy when we go to sex toys,
people are always intrigued by the concept of a toy that
does it all. These type of toys open doors for many
people who have become bored with toys that require
physical energy to use. Miamaxx has really pioneered
the customised sex toy market because of its relatively
small size and user-friendly features, meaning
self-pleasure can remain discreet if people choose it
to be.
Given its customisability and the natural motion of your
product, it seems hard to define a target audience for
Miamaxx. How would you describe your ‘average
customer?’
Bruno Rossi: Miamaxx is designed for adventurous
people wanting more out of their sexual playtime, and
that makes it hard to define a target audience. It can be
used in different ways, so many different groups can
use the toy. We generally find that most of our audience
are over 30, and usually those who are sick of the
run-of-the-mill toys they have used in the past. From
business women, men, couples in their prime, we find
that people are eager to explore a natural sexual motion
in the privacy of their own home.
Besides the technology on the inside, the design also
plays a huge role for consumers when choosing a toy.
How would you describe Miamaxx in this regard?
Bruno Rossi: Miamaxx represents luxury and is
designed for people who want a little extra from their
playtime, giving back the control to achieve sexual
pleasure. In other words, we had the connoisseurs in
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Al Tunstall is Rossi’s
business partner
on the
Miamaxx
project

mind throughout the entire design process. Firstly, we
wanted to design a powerful toy in a compact shell, as
we noticed that many of the other toys in its class were
large or bulky. Then we had to consider usability, with
easy to use controls and a curved handle to give a
comfortable feel. We thought carefully about how a toy
such as Miamaxx might be used, so we designed the
different sleeves with the different uses in mind. And
lastly, we had to ensure that the casings were high
grade silicon, which is easy to clean and hygienic. We
ended up with a sleek, easy to use and customisable
product that is a stand out in its class.
Where can Miamaxx be bought in Europe? Are you
already working with distributers here?
Bruno Rossi: We sell Miamaxx direct from our website
DareToo. Customers are able to purchase from
anywhere in the world as we ship worldwide. We are
currently seeking opportunities for distribution in Europe,
and would love to be in contact with anyone interested
in stocking Miamaxx in their stores.
What’s the next steps for Miamaxx? Will we see a
version 2.0 anytime soon?
Bruno Rossi: We would like to see Miamaxx as the
first-choice toy for those looking for vibrators and dildos.
As part of this we are constantly developing the toy and
plan to include some exciting new features in our
upcoming models. We would love to make long
distance sexual relationships possible, and are working
towards this by including app connectivity. We plan to
develop an app for your smartphone that gives you the
ability to control the thrust speed and vibration on your
partners Miamaxx toy. Keep updated on all things
Miamaxx by checking out miamaxx.com.au.
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There will be several

new Mystim products in 2017.
exclusive

A f te r m o v i n g to new p remises, Mystim f o cus o n p ro duct develo p ment

Mystim GmbH started the year
in high gear. Last year was
mainly about transplanting the
company into a newly constructed building, but now,
Mystim is focusing on product
development, and taking into
account what we learn in our
interview with the company’s
CEO, the market definitely has
a lot to look forward to.

It’s been a few months since you moved into
your new headquarters. Are you settled in now,
is everything to your satisfaction?
Christoph Hofmann: The funny thing is, there
really was not settling-in phase. We have felt
right at home in the new building since day
one. Now that everything is set up, we couldn’t
be happier with our new headquarters.
How long did this whole process take, from
the idea to the planning of the new building

year ago, the first cut of the spade was in
March 2016, and in September of that year,
it was finally time to move into the new
building.
How big is your new headquarters? What
can you tell us about the capacities available
to you there?
Christoph: The administration building has
450m², offering enough space for offices and
a lovely recreation room, a meeting room,
and a film room which we’ll use to shoot
future YouTube tutorials. Furthermore,
production now takes place across 300m²,
which is great for us because we have
enough room to separate the individual steps
of production in effective ways. And finally,
about 1000m² are dedicated to warehousing
and the shipping department.
Will Mystim focus on product development
this year, or are there already new products
in the pipeline that will see the light of the
market in 2017?
Christoph: Oh, it’s definitely the latter. There will
be several new Mystim products in 2017. We
have already scheduled launch windows for
our new innovations, and we are working on a
number of projects simultaneously right now.

Christoph Hofmann,
CEO of Mystim
GmbH

to the first cut of the spade to the actual
construction to finally moving there?
Christoph: We already bought the plot three
years ago. We had entertained the idea of a
new headquarters for a long time, you see.
The actual planning began little more than a
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Can you give us some information about
these new products? What can the market
and the consumers look forward to?
Christoph: Obviously, we want to wait a little
longer before we lift this shroud of mystery.
However, I can tell you that our new products
will focus on our biggest strong suit, namely
electro stimulation. We want to create
products that are easy to use, more
'wireless' products, and also beginnerfriendly toys that can serve as easy access
points to the world of e-stim for people who
are new to this form of stimulation.
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Will electro stimulation remain your main focus or
could you imagine adding other forms of
stimulation to the Mystim brand – as you already
did in the past with Petits Joujoux?
Christoph: Why not, the sky is the limit. You are
right in pointing out that we have already ventured
into unknown territory before with our successful
vibrator line. However, we will never lose sight of
the electro stim segment because that’s where our
core competence lies. It is our biggest strong suit
and the customers know and trust the quality of
our products. And it is obviously also a category
that we absolutely love.
How would you describe the current position of
e-stim in the market? Is this still a small niche, or
has it reached greater popularity as a result of the
increasing interest in adult products in general?
Christoph: We have a very realistic outlook on the
market, so we know that electro stimulation is still
a niche product. However, this niche keeps
growing, and it is great to see that more and more
consumers open up to this form of stimulation. Our
cross-over products – such as our electro sex
vibrators – have reached a whole new audience,
and developments such as this make us very
confident about the future.
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Looking at the e-stim product
category, one gets the
impression that the wheels are
„CROSSOVER PRODUCTS
turning a bit slower in this
 SUCH AS OUR ELECTRO
category, especially when
compared to segments like
S E X V I B R ATO R S  H AV E
vibrators, etc. Is that a curse or
a blessing?
REACHED A WHOLE NEW
Christoph: Maybe we are in love
with
our product segment too
AUDIENCE.“
much, but we perceive the siCHRISTOPH HOFMANN
tuation quite differently. You
mentioned the vibrator market,
and yes, it is true that new
products are launched in this
market on a daily basis – but apart from design
details, what is so new about these products? Real
innovations are few and far between in this segment.
The e-stim category, on the other hand, has
experienced a veritable growth spurt in recent years.
For instance, we introduced the first conductive
silicone type (which has unfortunately been copied by
several other companies). This new material has opened up many new possibilities in the electro stimulation category. So, I’d say that the wheels are smaller
in this segment of the market, but they are not
turning slower. If anything, they are turning quicker.

The new
administration
building offers
roughly 450m²
of work space
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decline of real brands would result in a flood of
cookie-cutter products none of which have truly
outstanding qualities and whose only real
distinguishing criterion is the price. I don’t think
anybody in the industry wants that.
Could it become necessary for you to respond to
these changes in the market, maybe even
change your distribution strategy?
Christoph: Of course, we are looking at the
situation, thinking about ways to move forward
as we always strive to optimise our distribution
strategy and keep it up to date. But luckily, we
have not been forced to take any drastic
steps yet.

1000m² of the new headquarters are reserved for
warehousing and shipping

Being a producer, what are your thoughts on the
erosion of the traditional supply chain
(producer-wholesaler/distributor-retailer)?
Christoph: We have observed this development for
some time. Wholesalers and big retailers are acting
as producers and/or importers. This enables them
to sell products at comparatively low prices while
benefitting from high profit margins. It is not difficult to see why this business model is so appealing
– and so popular. At the end of the day, the goal of
every company in this industry (as well as any
other industry) is to make money. The retailers are
delighted with the profit margins, the customers
are delighted with the lower prices. So far, so
good. However, this way of doing business lacks
long-term foresight. Lower prices suggest to the
consumers that a product which has been supplied
through the classic supply chain – i.e. a product
whose price has to include a reasonable margin for
three parties, the producer, the distributor, and the
retailer – is too expensive. So what they are doing,
is basically undermining brand products. You can
look at the situation and say to yourself: 'Well,
whatever, this is not our problem …' but again, that
is a very shortsighted way of thinking. After all, who
is the main driving force of innovation and creative
product design in this industry – who if not the
producers? They create brands that the consumers
know, thus generating the pull-marketing traffic
that trade members need. If you want to get overly
dramatic you might even go so far to say that the

What are your expectations for this year? Which
goals do Mystim want to achieve in 2017?
Christoph: Well, the year is off to a good start as
we moved into our new
headquarters. However, we are
still busy optimising and
restructuring work processes,
„ O U R M A I N G O A L S FO R
and it will take a few more
weeks before the last kinks are
2 0 1 7 A R E C L E A R LY
ironed out. Our main goals for
2017 are clearly focused on
FO C U S E D O N P R O D U C T
product development. We
started developing several new
D E V E LO P M E N T. “
products, some as early as late
CHRISTOPH HOFMANN
2015, others throughout 2016,
and they will achieve market
maturity some time this year.
So there will be lots of new
Mystim products in 2017. We’re already excited
to see the market’s response.

The production facilities
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Steve Bannister, founder and CEO of
BMS Factory, at last year’s eroFame

We wanted something diﬀerent that would be

in line with BMS Factory’s innovative reputation.
S te v e B a n n i ster p resents th e new 'C o mmo tio n' line

exclusive

Given the flood of new products that hits the market on a monthly basis, it is quite the feat to present
something that feels truly innovative and sticks out from the crowd. BMS Factory managed to do
exactly that with the launch of their new line, called 'Commotion'. In our EAN interview, Steve
Bannister explains what sets the first two vibrators in this new collection – Samba and Rhumba –
apart from the competition.
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„TH E T E A M AT B M S
FA C TO RY P O R E S H O U R S
UPON HOURS OF WORK
I N TO E V E RY TH I N G FO R
TH E B E S T P O S S I B L E
R E S U LT. ”
STEVE BANNISTER

B A N N I S T E R

that has been placed parallel
with the shaft. This unique
placement provides a
sensation unlike anything
else. The Rhumba is a
symbiotic relationship of
rhythm and chaos – chaos
being the feeling of all the
beads in motion moving
independently up and down
the shaft. Each product also
vibrates, and has a clitoral
stimulator that is controlled
independently, for a powerful
toy packed with pleasure.

How hard is it to incorporate
features like the 'Rippling Pleasure System' or the
'Powerful Up & Down bead Motion' into a vibrator?
Steve: We carefully analysed the design of each style,
fine tuning certain aspects of each vibrator over a
long period so we could make sure that each feature
was operating in the best way possible. There are
challenges when designing a product like this from
the placement of the beads/ripples to the powerful
vibrations, but everything was studied meticulously
and came together for the best user experience.
These are products with rather unusual features.
What was your motivation to create such toys?
And how long did it take to develop them?
Steve: Yes, the features are rather unusual, but you
could say that about almost any new feature that’s
introduced to the industry. We wanted something
different that would be in line with BMS Factory’s
innovative reputation. We developed this product
over a period of about 8 months.
Your new line is called 'Commotion', the slogan being
'Let it move you'. What is the concept of these new
products, and how is it reflected in the name?
Steve Bannister: The concept of Commotion is a
product that moves with a fluidity and excitement that
you wouldn’t normally see from a vibrator on the
market. We developed Commotion to capture the
essence and passion of dance, and represent that in
each product in the collection.
The first two products are 'Samba' and 'Rhumba'.
What can you tell us about the distinguishing features
of these toys?
Steve: Each of the products represents a dance. The
Samba provides a rhythmic rippling pleasure system
below its surface, which almost feels like a corkscrew
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Sometimes, people are critical of certain sex toy
functions, claiming they are merely gimmicks with no
real use for the consumer. How do the special
functions of 'Samba' and 'Rhumba' enhance the
users’ experience?
Steve: Commotion features these new pleasure
points in places where users feel some of the most
intense internal sensations. While there are
gimmicks out there in any industry, Commotion’s
features are designed to enhance by offering a new
style of pleasure that many users won’t already be
accustomed to. Since it is something that many of
them won’t have felt before, they will be more
inclined to react to these new feelings in a
positive way.

I N T E R V I E W

„TH E C O N C E PT O F
C O M M OTI O N I S A
P R O D U C T TH AT M O V E S
W I TH A F L U I D I T Y A N D
E X C I T E M E N T TH AT YO U
W O U L D N ’ T N O R M A L LY S E E
F R O M A N OTH E R V I B R ATO R
Samba provides a
rhythmic rippling
pleasure system
below its surface

A graphic
representation of
Rhumba’s
'Powerful Up &
Down bead
Motion' system

O N TH E M A R K E T. ”
STEVE BANNISTER

Do the 'Commotion' products make use of your
PowerBullet Vibrations Technology?
Steve: No, Commotion does not feature PowerBullet
vibrations. However, its high vibration speed which
works well with the unique internal sensations that
both the Samba and Rhumba offer.

Are there already plans to add more products to the
line?
Steve: There are, however we haven’t yet decided
which designs meet our high-standards to be
included. If we decide on anything, we will make the
announcement in the coming months.

And other than that, can we expect the usual BMS
Factory quality when it comes to materials, craftsmanship, functionality, packaging, etc.?
Steve: Yes, the team at BMS Factory pores hours
upon hours of work into everything for the best possible result. We’ve managed to create a product that is
both high-quality and affordable.

What can you tell us about the pricing of the
'Commotion' products?
Steve: Commotion will be a luxury product priced
affordably. We understand that not every customer is
looking to spend top shelf prices for a great product,
but we don’t believe that means they shouldn’t have
one. Commotion will be a great option for that
customer, as it offers many of the features of a
high-end luxury vibrator but is more in-line with the
pricing of the mid-range items.

You presented 'Commotion' at ANME Show in
January. What feedback did you get from trade and
industry?
Steve: Feedback is very helpful, which is why we
really value trade shows. Hearing from our peers
offers invaluable insight, which we take very seriously.
We also use trade shows as an indicator of the
viability of a product at market. If we get some
feedback with areas for improvement, then we go
back to the drawing board and fix those issues.
Luckily for Commotion, the feedback was overwhelmingly positive, and a lot of people were saying that
the bead positioning and movement was something
new, fun and different from what they’d felt before.
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Where can European retailers get your new toys?
Steve: We are currently in the process of finalising our
distributors, but the big players in the area have
expressed interest. These details will be finalised in
the coming months.
Is this new collection also accompanied by POS
materials for the trade?
Steve: Yes, we have also been working on a beautiful
counter top display as well as marketing materials
including sell sheets and graphics.
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It’s just like Tinder for sex toys.
B a n L a m be r t ta lks a bo ut sh o p p ing a p p Sex to ii

exclusive

Starting an online shop has become much easier over the course of the past years. Homepage building
kits, marketplaces, dropshipping; the barriers for entering this market have
never been lower. But to be successful with such a shop once you’ve
created it – well, that takes a bit more. You need to understand the
Ben Lambert won the UK Dating
Award for his app “Clocked”

technology behind the shop, the products offered in the shop, and
the users who visit the shop. The team of Sextoii.com has all this
knowledge, and they have applied it in their own, unique fashion
to create a shopping app. CEO Ben Lambert tells us why Sextoii
represents a breath of fresh air for the online retail market.

„

SexToii.com is not your normal online shop for adult products.
What sets you approach apart from your competitors?
Ben Lambert: We are mobile-first, providing a discovery platform for people
who are curious and want to explore… and we have an app that users can
download and buy from.

Before we talk more about your shop, could you tell us a bit about the team
behind the company?
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„ S O M E C U S TO M E R S A R E
BEGINNERS, SOME ARE
E X P E R T S A N D W I TH O U R
A P P, W E H AV E FO U N D
TH AT TH E R E I S
S O M E TH I N G FO R
E V E RYO N E . ”
BEN LAMBERT

Ben Lambert: We are a proven, global team
with vast experience across the following
areas: UX/UI, eCommerce, technology,
platforms, sex & LGBT, finance & business.
We have created the only go-to platform for
adult products on your phone.
One of the key aspects of your store is the
SexToii app. Could you describe, how this
app can be used to shop for sex toys?
Ben Lambert: Sure. It’s just like Tinder for
sex toys. You swipe right if you like a product
to add it to you ‘wish list’. If you tap on the
product, you can see more details and buy
straight from your phone in 3 easy steps.

By swiping the screen of their
smartphone, users can indicate if
they are interested in a product
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Would you say the app is at the core of your
store or is it more an addition to make
shopping easier for some customers?
Ben Lambert: The app is the core. We are
mobile. We are the only app in the world
offering this and we want to break the taboo
around using sexual products alone or with a
partner. There is nothing to be worried or
ashamed about and with a gamified app, the

user gets a much more personal experience
which we feel gets them over this first hurdle.
Did you have any guidelines you followed
when designing your app?
Ben Lambert: We have been doing a lot of
user testing and have found that the ‘swipe’
mechanism is a fun way for users to discover
new products. All design has been done with
user experience in mind.
What do modern customers expect when
they shop for erotic products, and what
would be a no-go in your opinion?
Ben Lambert: There is a complete mix of
what people expect. Some customers are
beginners, some are experts and with our
app, we have found that there is something
for everyone.
We only list the products that have the top
reviews from users, or that have been reviewed by our in-house experts. So, a no-go for
us would be to list something that wasn’t
going to be as good as it described it should
be. In terms of no go for a user, we pass no
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judgement and it is a matter of taste, much like
most things in life…
How do you choose which products are added to
your range? Do you have strict criteria or do you
decide spontaneously?
Ben Lambert: We only list the products that have
the top reviews from users, or that have been
reviewed by our in-house experts. We will continue
developing this making it a personal experience for
each user.
Which target audience do you want to reach with
your app and with your products?
Ben Lambert: We see two main target audiences.
The young millennial who is open to new things
and pass no judgement and the older generation,
who may be married and want to spice stuff up.
I imagine the early adopters to be younger but so
far, we have seen a complete mix.
Competition in the online market is fierce, with big
players dominating huge parts of the market. In
your opinion, what are the most important qualities
a modern web shop needs to offer in order to
attract customers and also keep them?
Ben Lambert: Making something fun, engaging and
providing awesome content. We want to help
players like Love Honey and Amorelie take away
the taboo making the market larger and more exciting for everyone, including the customers!
Right now, SexToii is only available in the
UK. Are you planning to expand to other
European countries in the future as well?
Ben Lambert: Yes, we are.
What is next for SexToii.com?
Ben Lambert: We have some great
investors and speak to many interested
investors weekly, so the plan is to continue to
grow fast, both the team and the reach, to
help online players grow and to support product
designers/ manufacturers like Lelo to get their
products out to a wider market.
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„

You recently moved
from the US to England.
What surprised you the
most about your new
home?
Cassie Parker: Oh, I have
a list! But I’ll say the
biggest surprise was not
having any plugs or light
switches IN the actual
bathrooms. It’s still so
bizarre to me. The good
side of this 'surprise' is
that in England, they
have whole rooms
dedicated to getting
ready with tons of
plugs – so having my
own dressing room makes up for it.
Every country has its own
quirks and peculiarities, as
Cassie Parker can attest to
after moving from the United
States to Great Britain. And
she will keep visiting new
places and new faces on her
quest to bolster the position
of lubricant brand Wicked
Sensual Care in the European
market. There is lots more to
learn about Cassie in this
edition of Monthly Mayhem.

What was your childhood ambition?
Cassie Parker: Since I was in the 4th grade, I
wanted to be a 4th grade teacher. I’ve always
loved teaching.
How did you get into the love toy industry?
Cassie Parker: It’s just as random as most
people’s stories in our industry – I was working
for a medical systems company in California, and
a lubricant company moved into the building
across the way from my office. They were hiring, I
was interested, and so began my 'slippery slope'.
If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be
doing now?
Cassie Parker: I have a hunch I’d be doing
sales/training of some sort, just a different
industry. I love ingredients in a bottle, so maybe
in the cosmetic/beauty industry.
What was the biggest step in your career?
Cassie Parker: I believe the biggest step in my
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career so far has been when I started working for
Wicked Sensual Care three years ago. It was this
move that set me up to be where I’m at now, in
Europe, and heading up our global growth in this
territory. It’s exciting stuff and if I can pull it off, will
be sooooo rewarding.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Cassie Parker: 10 years? Wow! I’ll be 42 by
then… hmmm…Professionally; I hope I’m still a
part of the Wicked Sensual Care brand in some
capacity, since I love what I do and the people I
get to work with. Personally, I hope to be a mom
to little ones and honing my soccer mom skills on
the daily.
How do you envisage the future of the love toy
industry?
Cassie Parker: I think we’re headed in a direction
where many products in our industry, especially
lubricant, are becoming as accepted and talked
about as any personal care or beauty product.
The progress we’ve made towards this aim over
even the last five years has been extraordinary, so
I only see it continuing in this direction. Wouldn’t it
be awesome to get one of those monthly
subscription beauty boxes and have a sample of
WSC Aqua lubricant alongside a new mascara?
LOVE IT!
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Cassie Parker: I love a work day where I not only
get to be analytical and get a lot crossed off of a
to-do list, but where I also get to be creative.
Using both the analytical and creative sides of my
brain is super important and fulfilling for me.
How do you relax after work?
Cassie Parker: Easiest question so far! WIIIINE!
Who would you consider your role model and
why?
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Cassie Parker
Que s t ions & A nsw e r s

Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Cassie Parker: Haha, lots of people! How do I choose
just one?

Cassie Parker: I have a few in our industry! And for a
few different reasons. Here’s a list: Jessica Drake
(Wicked Pictures/WSC): For her thoughtfulness, heart,
and secret keeping abilities. Chaney Cox (Rabbit
Company): For her wittiness, humour, and realness.
Jennifer Brice (WeVibe): She’s seriously the best adult I
know. She’s so good at adult-ing. She’s organised,
bakes a lot, is the BEST multi-tasker, and the best gift
giver! And of course, my now husband - David Parker
(Electrastim): For his uncanny ability to be the most
charming, sincere, and well liked person I know.
Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Cassie Parker: And the award goes to… Tracey
Whitmore (owner of Vibes Adult Boutique). How does
she manage to own her own business, have the most
amazing social life, a loving family, and be soooo sweet!
#lifegoals

You have a month’s holiday. Where would you go?
Cassie Parker: Hawaii, hands down! It’s paradise on
Earth!

“WE
AND

Which three things would you take with you to a
deserted island?
Cassie Parker: The Hubbs - David Parker, my fave book
'The Power of One', and Wicked
Sensual Care’s Aqua lubricant. It’s
my favourite product we make
and my 'never leave home
N E E D M O R E LO V E
without it' lube! It’s simply
KINDNESS IN
the best.

TH I S W O R L D . ”
C A S S I E PA R K E R

Which personal success are you proud of?
Cassie Parker: I’m proud I followed my heart (all the
way across the world) and took a chance on love that
has made me the happiest, most fulfilled I’ve ever been.
What do you particularly like about yourself?
Cassie Parker: As embarrassing as it is sometimes, I like
how emotional I am. I think it means I care. I saw a shirt
on Etsy the other day that’s now on my wish list. It said
“I’m pretty cool, but I cry a lot” Yup! That’s me.
Which vice could you never forgive?
Cassie Parker: That’s a tough one. I’m generally a
forgiving person. I guess the one thing I couldn’t forgive
is someone saying or doing something maliciously.
If someone’s intent is to hurt, that’s someone I don’t
need in my life.
What song do you sing in the shower?
Cassie Parker: Tracy Chapman “Give Me One Reason”.
And…in the car. And… in the kitchen. And…after too
much wine.
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If you could swap lives with
somebody for a day, who
would it be?
Cassie Parker: I’m going to take
this very literal and say, I’d like to
be my favourite musician, Ani Difranco. I love her
lyrics and creativity.
I’ve also always wished I could actually sing so to
be able to be in her brain and create music like her
would be a dream.
Is there anything you would never do again?
Cassie Parker: I don’t think so, because truly I realise
more than ever just how life choices all lead you to
where you end up. And I feel like I am EXACTLY
where I am supposed to be.
Do you have some good advice you want to share with
our readers?
Cassie Parker: I’ll take a page out of Ellen’s book
and say 'Be kind to one another'. We need more
love and kindness in this world. And lube!
So, yea – be kind! And use lubricant!
(Wicked Sensual Care to be exact)
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